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About AAMC & AAMC Foundation

Founded in 2001, the Association of Art Museum Curators (AAMC) & AAMC Foundation advance the curatorial field through forward-looking leadership in development and educational opportunities. We seek to deepen appreciation of curators’ vital roles in the advancement and understanding of the history, meaning, and purpose of the visual arts.

AAMC offers opportunities for learning and connecting at every stage of a curator’s career. In partnership with more than 1,300 members, we serve as a resource for the profession’s best practices, codes of conduct, and ethical standards. Our members include independent curators and staff members from 500-plus art organizations and museums in 18 countries, ranging from leading national organizations to community-based art organizations.

The AAMC Foundation provides a platform for the exchange of a broad range of information on critical issues driving the field, including diversity and inclusion, digital innovation, artistic voices and histories, and marketing and audience engagement. With programming serving curators, professional colleagues, and the public, our outreach reflects diverse perspectives within the field, often examining strategic directions of curatorial practice and art organization management. All of our efforts are focused on being inclusive of self-identifiers (by nation, gender, race, ethnicity, [dis]ability, and socioeconomic background), fields of expertise, types of organizations, and geographic locations.

As the field continues to evolve, the AAMC & AAMC Foundation is at the forefront of nurturing and shaping the voice and leadership of the next generation of curators while continuing to foster the values of inclusion, access, and collaboration across the profession.
Preface & Acknowledgments

Over a decade ago, the AAMC & AAMC Foundation gathered leaders in the field to create the *Professional Practices for Art Museum Curators* publication. The often-referenced guide, assembled over a three-year period and published in 2007, defined the role of the art curator, outlined their responsibilities as stewards of collections, and brought forth a set of professional ethics, standards, and values for the field. It served as a valuable resource for art curators across the world and as an important anchor for the organization.

In the decade-plus since that edition, the curatorial field, along with the entire arts sector, has shifted in dramatic ways. AAMC & AAMC Foundation identified areas that would need to be addressed in a revised guide, including new digital technologies; paths to a curatorial career; public engagement and collaboration; meaningful momentum toward diversity, equity, inclusion, and access; recognition of bias and linear narratives; heightened movement in provenance, including conditions of transfer; marketing outlets, such as social media; and shifts in how for-profit and nonprofit sectors work together. It was also acknowledged that the new text needed to reexamine and reinterpret subject matter from the original guide, with particular attention to tone and positioning. In recognition that all curators working in the nonprofit sector are not always associated with museums, we wanted to ensure that the title and content reflected this, hence its renaming as a *Professional Practices for Art Curators in Nonprofits*. Unlike the first edition, which was developed as a print publication and provided as a benefit of AAMC membership, the updated publication has been digitally produced by the AAMC Foundation and is freely available to all audiences. In addition, producing it digitally allows the AAMC Foundation to revisit its content more nimbly in the future.

This handbook is meant as a guide, but it is by no means an exhaustive review of every detail of a curator’s work, nor can it encompass every possible scenario that might be encountered. For curators working in differing locations and organizations, experiences and policies will vary. However, our goal with this guide is to provide an overview of as much information as possible, supplemented by relevant support material through case studies, articles, videos, and additional sources. This document is a foundational resource on which to build one’s work and to use as one advances in the field.
In all matters, curators benefit from internal and external cooperation, communication, transparency, and engagement, and we believe these principles should be upheld at all art organizations. Collaboration is invaluable in ensuring inclusivity in developing projects, advancing art organizations, and creating new opportunities.

Curators in every aspect of their work, including but not limited to, collection development, exhibitions, hiring, mentoring, and more, need to put at the forefront of their efforts consideration towards inclusivity and accessibility. Together we will ensure the profession embraces at its core collegiality, equity, inclusiveness, access, advocacy, and mentorship.

The AAMC Foundation is grateful to The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation for their support of this project.

We express our gratitude to all those that participated in the creation of this document and the 2007 edition. In particular, we are grateful to those that developed and spearheaded the project through all its stages: Christa Clarke, Independent Curator and Affiliate, Hutchins Center for African & African American Research, Harvard University, President, AAMC & AAMC Foundation Board of Trustees; Helen C. Evans, Mary And Michael Jaharis Curator of Byzantine Art, Department Of Medieval Art and The Cloisters, The Metropolitan Museum Of Art, Past President, Trustee Emerita, AAMC & AAMC Foundation; Judith Pineiro, Executive Director, AAMC & AAMC Foundation; Alexandra Schwartz, Independent Curator; and Monica Valenzuela, Program Manager, AAMC & AAMC Foundation.
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Responsibilities as a Curator
In recent years, the term curator has become commonplace, used in general communication to signify activities relating to organizing or collecting. Curators at visual arts nonprofits are differentiated as scholarly ambassadors of the art, artists, cultures, and organizations that they serve, and present, interpret, and safeguard works of art, using their expertise, while upholding professional and ethical standards. Locally and globally, curators create compelling experiences of art, culture, and creativity that change how people understand themselves and the world by stimulating new perspectives, ideas, and feelings. They engage and collaborate with community members, donors, artists, scholars, colleagues, and others to achieve these goals. Curators interact with and have an obligation to the public they serve.

A curator’s general responsibilities include:

- Understanding and supporting an organization’s mission and priorities
- Developing exhibitions and installations
- Ensuring that curatorial work produced reexamines existing narratives
  and strives to make them more wide-ranging and inclusive
- Overseeing collection acquisitions, development, and care
- Supervising, mentoring, and supporting others so that they can succeed and advance
- Conducting research, including both within a scholarly area of expertise and with interdisciplinary studies
- Writing and publishing, including catalogues, digital copy, brochures, and other materials,
  as well as contributing to materials and information to assist non-curatorial departments
- Working to make the profession and the overall nonprofit arts sector inclusive and equitable
- Collaborating with colleagues across all departments toward the success of the organization
- Engaging with community and cultural stakeholders
- Working with living artists, estates, donors, and foundations
- Developing public and scholarly discourse through conferences, lectures, gallery talks, etc.
- Understanding general nonprofit financial and governance procedures
Common titles & their responsibilities

The following descriptions are guidelines and will vary by organizational staffing size and type (encyclopedic collecting museum, non-collecting kunsthalle, community-based or public art organization, etc.). A small museum may just have one position, which will usually be the Curator, with duties ranging from Chief Curator to Curatorial Assistant. All curatorial positions should strive to work collaboratively, internally and externally, which fosters an appreciation and interest in their work, as well as advancing and enhancing it. All curators, regardless of their roles, should seek to mentor or be mentored. Curators should engage diverse groups and communities within their work and endeavor to secure and support inclusivity.

Chief Curator/Director of Curatorial Affairs

A senior position within the internal organizational structure, this role represents the curatorial voice within an organization and collaborates across departments. Additionally, this role:

- Oversees a team of curators and sometimes registrars, conservators/conservation scientists, and preparators, and is required to mentor and advocate for curators and other staff under the position’s supervision
- Engages with donors, Board members, and other external partners
- Works collaboratively with senior-level management to implement the overall curatorial vision of the organization, which must be in alignment with the organization’s mission or strategic plan
- Manages, at a high level, internal and external aspects of exhibition programs, such as publications and websites
- Creates, oversees, and manages budgets for departments and projects
- Reports to the Director or ultimate decision maker on the staff of the organization

Director/Curator of Exhibitions

This position oversees and coordinates aspects of organizing and implementing exhibitions, including incoming and outgoing traveling exhibitions. Additionally, this role:

- Maintains an ongoing dialogue with finance, registration, design, digital, marketing, development, special events, and other departments in sharing details of exhibition development, or does so through the chief curator
- Supervises, in many cases, one or several staff members including curators, registrars, design, and digital, among others, in general or in relation to specific projects
- Mentors and advocates for curators and other staff under the position’s supervision
Senior Curator
This position might be in charge of a particular collection, or the title may denote experience or a level of seniority in a given field or organization. Additionally, this role:

• Performs general administrative duties and supervision of curatorial team members
• Collaborates and provides expertise for fundraising and outreach, such as with digital projects or development initiatives
• Mentors and supports other curatorial team members

Curator
This position is primarily responsible for caring for collections, planning and generating exhibitions, and managing projects in a leadership capacity. Additionally, this role:

• Performs general administrative duties
• Collaborates and provides expertise for internal and external initiatives around specific projects or areas
• Supervises staff and project teams
• Mentors and supports other curatorial team members

Associate Curator
This position typically performs the same role as curator, in association with, and under supervision of, a more experienced curator/team member, such as a chief curator, senior curator, or curator. However, this role usually does not have as much agency as a curator to initiate and realize exhibition projects.

Assistant Curator
This position assists the curator and/or associate curator and works under the curator’s supervision. Additionally, this role:

• Learns and develops under the mentorship of senior staff, and is given individual goals within larger projects to gain experience
• Does not supervise other curatorial staff, but may help organize, oversee, and mentor interns and volunteers
Curatorial Associate

This position has a junior level of expertise and experience in a chosen field. Additionally, this role:
• Assists and supports curatorial team members in routine duties, general departmental needs, or special projects, under the supervision of a senior curator
• Learns and develops under the mentorship of senior staff

Curatorial Assistant

Typically, this is an entry-level position within a curatorial department. Additionally, this role:
• Assists and supports curatorial staff in routine duties, general departmental needs, or special projects, under the supervision of a senior curator
• Will find that the work assigned and the day-to-day responsibilities for this position vary

Curatorial Fellow

This position is generally a recent graduate or graduate student who has expertise in a chosen field. (This term does not here refer to a visiting scholar and/or senior scholar working on a temporary basis.) This is often a temporary position. Additionally, this role:
• Assists and supports curatorial staff in routine duties, general departmental needs, or special projects, under the supervision of the curators
Provenance studies are indispensable for any object-focused work—not merely for legal considerations such as ownership, title, and authenticity, but for understanding the shifting historical and cultural contexts of appreciation, attribution, display, acquisition, and value of works of art. As custodians of objects, and as a matter of professional ethics, curators must have utmost concern for an artwork’s provenance—its origins, ownership histories, and conditions of procurement at the time of transfer.

**Best practices encourage, as does AAMC & AAMC Foundation, that organizations make publicly available, in print and/or online, fully transparent provenance information.**

Every organization working with art needs to have a provenance policy outlining the ethics and conditions of transfer of objects in its collection, regarding the provenance of incoming loans, acquisitions, installations, and gifts. Curators must be well-informed about this policy. If an organization does not have a formal provenance policy, curators should encourage and work with leadership to develop one.

Provenance research needs to be conducted on any object that is being considered for acquisition, long-term loan, or bequest, as well as on objects that are already in a collection, especially when under consideration for loan, conservation, and/or deaccessioning. As a best practice, curators should recommend that loans (including bequests or installations) be governed by the same ethical standards as acquisitions,

**RESOURCES**

### General

Some collecting museums employ specialized staff devoted to provenance research on their permanent collections. If an organization does not have a curator on staff who is an expert in provenance research, or in the field of a particular object under consideration, it must secure outside consultants for this research. Best practices encourage, as do AAMC & AAMC Foundation, that organizations make publicly available, in print and/or online, fully transparent provenance information.

Curators are responsible for familiarizing themselves and keeping up to date with the issues and debates around provenance affecting their collections, organizations, academic fields, and the larger visual arts community. They should keep their organization’s leadership and legal team abreast of key changes in the field. In turn, curators should be consulted about provenance matters and decisions by their organization’s leadership and legal counsel.

Furthermore, curators should advocate for systematic provenance research, particularly of existing museum collections. Curators have a responsibility to move their organizations forward in navigating the often-complicated ethics of collecting, particularly in relation to circumstances that may have been exploitative of source cultures, artists, and histories.
Identifying and negotiating loans can be a complex, delicate, and lengthy process that involves curators, the Director, registrars, legal counsel and, if the organization has one, an exhibition department. Identifying loans can require extensive curatorial research, including consulting galleries, auction houses, artists or artist estates, scholars, and others; this is particularly the case for works outside public collections. Securing loans can require negotiation and diplomacy, especially in today’s economic and political climate, when organizations and private collectors are increasingly hesitant to loan works. International (and occasionally domestic) loans may involve ministries of culture and other governmental groups, which can increase the time it takes to secure a loan or complicate existing agreements. The Director and development staff can be extremely helpful to curators in identifying and contacting lenders and negotiating loans, as can additional sources such as auction houses, dealers/galleries, and academics.

Curators should work closely with their organization’s internal structure and outside advisers, including registrars, exhibitions managers, legal departments, and/or others, to understand the many issues around all loans, and how these issues can potentially affect installation timelines and even the feasibility of an entire exhibition. Common issues to be aware of for international loans are: immunity from judicial seizure coverage; import/export restrictions and customs requirements for materials subject to regulation (for example, ivory or feathers); visas for handlers and/or artists; and obtaining indemnity coverage for loss or damage to loaned objects from the federal government, which is a particularly long and complex process. Extra time should be built into the exhibition schedule to cover the possibility of issues with customs for international loans, or with interstate border controls.

RESOURCES

(Nazi era continued)

For a useful summary of past and present Nazi-era provenance research and restitutions, see:


Additional resources on Nazi era restitutions:


Native American art & artifacts

within the United States. Lenders to the organization must always seek independent legal and tax advice with respect to any loan; the same is true for any donor, seller, or other counterparty engaging with the organization.

Curators and their organizations also need to understand the economics of loans. Most organizations have limited financial resources for exhibitions, and costs such as packing, shipping, insurance, storage, customs, and legal fees may impact the ability to realize an exhibition as it was originally planned. Curators must be willing to adapt an exhibition to fit the available budget, especially in the face of expense reductions. It is essential that curators collaborate at all stages of exhibition development with applicable internal teams such as registration, exhibition, development, and finance departments to estimate, fundraise, and account for loan costs.

Curators should be aware of potential conflicts of interest related to loans from artists, artist estates and foundations, and commercial galleries, particularly when many loans in an exhibition come from a handful of sources. Loans from an artist, estate/foundation, or gallery may (officially or unofficially) be available for sale, which may be perceived as a conflict of interest if the exhibition is thought to raise the value of the artwork at issue. However, when working with emerging, lesser-known, or underappreciated artists, works may only be available from a small number of sources, or even a single source. Additionally, economic or logistic factors may come into play, as shipping from a limited number of locations may be more feasible than shipping from many dispersed sources.

In seeking loans, curators and all team members need to be nimble and flexible, as loans can change at the last minute and for any reason, such as the financial situation of the lender, changes in the lending organization’s internal plans, and shifting laws and regulations internationally and locally.

RESOURCES

Loans & exhibitions


CASE STUDY


On August 9, 2011, the exhibition The Buddhist Heritage of Pakistan: Art of Gandhara, including approximately 70 objects on loan from museums in Pakistan, opened at the Asia Society Museum—six months after its scheduled opening. The gallery spaces had been complete for over half a year. The delay was largely due to a breakdown in American-Pakistani relations in 2011. From the first stages of planning the exhibition, officials at Pakistan’s Culture Ministry were reluctant to allow the Gandhara treasures out of the country, as they had recently returned from an exhibition of Gandhara art in Bonn, Zurich, and Paris. In the aftermath of the killing of Osama bin Laden in May 2011, a surge of anti-Americanism in Pakistan further complicated the negotiations.

In January 2011, just a little more than a month before the objects for the exhibition were meant to leave Pakistan for New York, it became clear that federal authorities in Pakistan’s capital, Islamabad, had not informed the lending museums in Lahore and Karachi of the plan. A major advocate for the show on the US side, Richard C. Holbrooke, an American diplomat who served in the Obama administration, among others, had just died; prior to his death in December 2010, he had been essential to the negotiations. The situation was further complicated by a newly implemented Pakistani law that handed the power to make decisions on art loans to foreign countries from the central ministry to the provinces where the museums were located. This necessitated new negotiations at the provincial level. Melissa Chiu, then the Asia Society Museum’s Director, traveled to Lahore to persuade the province’s Chief Minister to support the loans to the Asia Society. The province was then in turmoil because its governor, who had been a local ally for Chiu, had recently been killed by an extremist bodyguard. Furthermore, once Chiu arrived in Lahore, an American CIA operative shot two Pakistanis, further provoking anti-American sentiment throughout Pakistan.

Ultimately Chiu was only able to pull off the exhibition by networking with the wives of elite men to get their husbands’ sympathetic ears. Chiu found a new ally in a local arts patron, who opened doors to Nawaz Sharif, the once and future Prime Minister of Pakistan who had also previously served as the Chief Minister of Punjab. Through Sharif, Chiu learned that the decision was up to the Board of the Lahore Museum, so she lobbied all ten of its members to support the loans. They voted in favor. On Chiu’s second visit to Pakistan in April 2011, to firm up a late-spring opening, she learned that the authorities in Karachi had yet to sign the papers to release objects from the National Museum of Pakistan. On May 2, as she waited for Karachi to sign off, Bin Laden was killed. The US State Department issued a travel advisory, warning American citizens against traveling to Pakistan. (Chiu was not affected because she is an Australian national.) As a result, the Asia Society could not send staff members to accompany the works on the flights back to New York. Visas for the Pakistani couriers were held up at the American Embassy in Islamabad, and the Asia Society had to appeal to the office of Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton to resolve the situation. Finally, as the German shipping company eventually hired by the Asia Society was crating the objects, Karachi became embroiled in a rash of ethnic killings. Even members of the Karachi museum staff, who were helping to pack and load, were afraid to use public transportation, and would only travel to and from the museum in hired cars.

Curators should conceptualize and realize exhibitions that shed new light on and lead to better understandings of works of art, artists, movements, cultures, and historical moments in art, culture, and society. The goals of any exhibition should include increasing public understanding of a given subject; forging new narratives that expand the art historical canon; and enhancing visitor experience. The principles of diversity and inclusion should guide exhibition planning at all stages. Additionally, curators must tailor their programming to serve the needs of their audiences, being consciously aware of differing perspectives. Curators should always attempt to gather together community voices in developing programming, texts, and other materials around an exhibition.

Often curators will be asked to develop exhibitions outside their scholarly fields of expertise; in such cases, they should call upon experts and other community stakeholders for assistance in researching, conceptualizing, and executing the exhibition. Consultants can be especially helpful in alerting organizations to any current issues or sensitivities around a proposed exhibition and/or the objects in it. Curators should include compensation for consultants in exhibition budgets.

Developing and realizing an exhibition often requires a team of individuals. These groups should welcome additional curatorial staff but not be limited to them. Additional team members often include registrars, conservators, development, marketing, outreach, digital, technologists, art handlers, educators, editors, designers, publicists, librarians, archivists, cultural stakeholders, public advisers, security, human resources, legal counsel, and other professionals internally and externally. While never losing sight of the principle that the exhibition is a team effort, the lead curator should be actively involved in all aspects as the creator of the exhibition.

The goals of any exhibition should include increasing public understanding of a given subject; forging new narratives that expand the art historical canon; and enhancing visitor experience. The principles of diversity and inclusion should guide exhibition planning at all stages.
Curators have a responsibility to maintain ethical dealings and relationships throughout organizing an exhibition, including when borrowing works from artists, galleries, and private collectors. Visual arts nonprofits sometimes organize exhibitions of private collections. Curators and their colleagues should follow their organizations’ guidelines and codes of ethics in making decisions about such exhibitions. Curators should be careful to cultivate a wide group of lenders for exhibitions and to pay close attention to the provenance of potential loans, including conditions of transfer. When working with living artists, curators need to weigh the artist’s voice and wishes alongside their institution’s priorities. This is a delicate balance, but vitally important in maintaining both long-term relationships with artists and the integrity of the artwork and institution.

**Touring exhibitions**

**Originating**

Originating a touring (sometimes called “traveling”) exhibition is a complex undertaking but can have many benefits, including greater visibility for all involved, including cost sharing. The responsibilities for organizing touring exhibitions are divided differently for each exhibition and partnership and will include many teams working collaboratively within and across each organization, such as curatorial, digital, marketing, development, archival, registrar, conservation, legal, and more. Arrangements between organizations can include two basic scenarios:

1. One organizing and the other(s) serving as “venues.” In this case, the venues, of which there are usually between one and three, pay the organizing institution a rental fee for the exhibition, plus prorated packing, shipping, and insurance costs (prorated among all the venues).
2. Two or more organizations partnering to co-organize an exhibition.

Usually the greatest challenges to touring an exhibition include costs and timing around venues’ available dates. Coordinating loans for all venues can also prove complicated, as many loans cannot travel for extended periods, generally for conservation reasons. In working with a touring venue, it is essential to be transparent about the availability of works on the checklist to tour, in terms of both dates and conditions of display. Once a tour venue has committed to showing the exhibition, the originating organization issues a contract that includes terms regarding financial and insurance obligations; legal liability; information on whether the checklist may be altered and whether alterations must be approved by the originating organization; installation specifications, including if the organizing curator must be present for installation; details on available interpretative and other educational materials; and information on sales of the catalogue.
Hosting

In general, curators will be assigned to coordinate and install exhibitions for which their organization is a venue. The applicable contract needs to lay out set parameters for the hosting organization, and the curator should understand those terms and requirements. Should concerns arise, the organizing party is to be consulted. Curators should work with internal departments and/or external advisers in accepting a touring exhibition, particularly in determining unforeseen legal and financial issues. Coordinating curators often work closely with the organizing venues around installation and other details of the exhibition, including interpretative content. Venues should respect the originating curator’s wishes for how the show should be installed and interpreted; such details should be finalized at the contract stage to avoid conflict later. For example, budgets can fluctuate, and the accepting organization might not be able to match the original installation plans, or there could be concerns over inclusion of a particular work that may require a change from the initial exhibition. Both the organizing party and the hosting venues should be flexible in finalizing details of the agreement as they take into consideration conditions of loan, responsibility to audience and community, and artists, designers, and additional colleagues engaged in the exhibition.

Ethical standards apply when accepting a touring exhibition. Curators should conduct provenance research, review underlying loan documentation and agreements, and discuss in detail all terms with the relevant parties. The hosting organization must work to ensure fair and equitable inclusion and representation of communities and audiences, even if it did not originate the exhibition.

Collection Development

Collecting organizations, historic homes, caretakers of public art, and other organizations deal with the topic of collection development, which also includes acquisitions and deaccessions. Curators should ensure that their organization has a firm collections management policy covering both of these aspects and that it takes into consideration the legal, financial, and ethical issues around them, in particular provenance. It is the curator’s responsibility to make certain that any collections policy addresses its ability to care for and sustain its collection and address the principles of diversity and inclusion and the need to revise traditional narratives. When considering a position, one should ask for this policy during the interview process. If an organization does not have a collections policy, curators should work with their leadership to develop a viable and on-mission program.
Acquisitions—whether through purchase, gift, or bequest—should be guided by the mission of the organization, utilizing the curators’ expertise. As experts with specialized knowledge, curators are responsible for suggesting, locating, and researching all acquisition recommendations. Curators joining a new organization should, upon hiring, become familiar with and understand the terms of current promised gifts, which fall under acquisitions. Individual curators do not, however, have the ultimate say in whether a work is acquired; this is usually the responsibility of a combination of a curatorial team, Director, acquisitions committee, advisory group, and/or the Board.

Acquisitions policies & process
A collecting, public art, or other relevant organization engaging in acquisitions should have a formalized acquisitions policy, as part of a larger strategy (such as collection development), created by a combination of the curatorial department, Director, acquisitions committee, advisory group, and/or Board. In addition to other aspects outlined below, the policy should clearly set forth procedural guidelines for presenting acquisitions for consideration to the organization’s decision makers. Without a clear acquisitions policy, there will be a lack of guidelines and procedural checks and balances, resulting in ambiguous standards. If an organization does not have an acquisitions policy, one should be developed, in consultation with colleagues and leadership at the organization.

Acquisition policies need to demonstrate the organization’s commitment to telling the most complete, inclusive, and multivalent narrative possible. New acquisitions should not only add depth to the collection but should seek to fill and correct gaps within it, such as a lack of holdings by artists from underrepresented communities and cultures, and to adjust linear and traditional histories.
In addition, an acquisitions policy should state the requirements for proper provenance research on a work’s background; describe the fiscal costs of any acquisition beyond simply its price, including shipping, research expenses, legal, installation, conservation, and ongoing care; and outline the ethical standards that should be considered with any purchase. It should also stipulate that, should curators propose an acquisition outside their fields of expertise and/or lack the resources for proper provenance research, they should consult with an expert on that acquisition, and be granted funding to compensate that consultant.

In scouting potential acquisitions (as in seeking loans), curators are expected to develop and maintain relationships with colleagues at other nonprofit art organizations, auction house specialists, dealers, collectors, artists, foundations, and estates. Such connections can often alert a curator to an available work or provide critical information about it. In communicating interest in securing a work, curators should be conscious of market value for any work and be clear about financial capacity in discussing possible acquisitions.

Curators and their colleagues should make every effort to gather pertinent information about a potential acquisition from the collector/donor, gallery, auction house, or artist/estate offering the work. Upon acquisition, detailed notes on the work’s physical conditions of display should be recorded. In the case of a work by a living artist, the organization should ask the artist to complete a questionnaire on the work’s conditions of production and display, as well as any other relevant background on the work.

No potential acquisition should be considered for the collection if there is a question of the organization’s ability to be a good caretaker of that work of art. Curators should consider consulting a conservator and/or archivist about any potential acquisition, be it purchase, gift, or bequest.

Organizations are sometimes offered gifts that they do not ultimately choose to accept into their collections. The grounds for declining proposed gifts can vary and might include relevance to a collection’s mission; redundancy with existing works in a collection; the terms of the proposed gift; and/or conservation or other issues that prevent the proposed gift from meeting the standards that the organization wishes to maintain.
Informing donors of the decision to decline a gift can prove delicate, especially if they are established or potential patrons. Curators should have strategic conversations with leadership about how best to decline an offer—for example, by explaining transparently the parameters (condition, care concerns, duplication in collection, etc.), presenting different scenarios, and/or assisting in developing relationships with organizations that could offer beneficial solutions. There are also cases in which, despite curators’ reservations about accepting a gift, they are pressured to do so from their leadership. AAMC & AAMC Foundation do not endorse such practices and encourage ongoing discussions to find alternative solutions.

**Provenance & authenticity**

In considering an acquisition, curators should be guided by the same general ethical and procedural standards that apply to loans. These include provenance, authenticity, conditions of transfer, and/or ethical concerns around the work, donor, artist, and/or seller. It is the curator’s responsibility to research and consider the object’s complete history, and to provide this information in a transparent manner. In working with galleries, the curator should research and review all available information on the circumstances of the work’s creation, including the timeline of its production, any legal documentation relating to its commissioning/creation (if applicable), and its ownership (including intellectual property). While acquiring many works from one gallery can raise conflict of interest concerns, there are also cases in which only a few galleries represent particular collecting areas.

**Joint acquisitions**

Increasingly, organizations partner with one another to jointly acquire works of art. Joint acquisitions can help the organizations involved grow their collections while sharing costs. The same policies and procedures apply in this type of acquisition as when an organization makes an acquisition without a partner. One should, however, consider the financial, registration, and conservation impact of a joint acquisition, factoring in the costs and conservation issues inherent in shipping and installing the work (repeatedly) as it moves between partners. Partnering parties must be transparent in their goals for the joint acquisition, and formal legal documentation should address the terms of the acquisition; the procedures for sharing the work; and any display requirements and conditions. Specifically, the applicable contract between the owners should establish clear terms regarding scenarios in which any party should need to sell the work or relinquish its ownership.
Formal legal documentation should be drafted for each transaction and relationship involved, including the individual/company (collector, dealer, or auction house) that is selling the work as well as between the acquiring organizations. Each organization should seek legal counsel, especially because these joint acquisitions are often between organizations in two different states or countries, with different applicable laws and regulations; in addition, each organization may have varying levels of resources. Expectations regarding payment, exhibition exposure, view time, conservation, access, and more should be set between the organizations and agreed to, if applicable, by the artist or gallery.

**Gifts & bequests**
Curators need to be familiar with the details of all existing agreements relating to promised gifts, partial and promised gifts, fractional gifts, and/or bequests in their purview, regardless of whether they were employed by the organization when such acquisitions were made. The curator should be transparent about any issues relating to provenance, ownership, authorship, etc., and investigate these concerns. In seeking new gifts or bequests, curators should adhere to the same standards and procedures for purchases. Areas of potential concern may include restrictions on the organization’s ability to loan the work in question; on required approval for future loans; for how and when the work must be displayed; and for conservation and installation of the work (a promised gift should be conserved before being gifted to the organization). The curator must work closely with the organization’s financial and legal advisers regarding evaluation of the work for tax purposes and any terms of gift with potential financial or legal repercussions.

**Artist commissions**
When working on artist commissions, curators are encouraged to consider the culture, history, and origins of the organization and its communities, and of the proposed artist. Before proceeding with the commission, the organization, the artist, and the artist’s representative (if applicable) should clearly and transparently outline their goals, procedures, and ethical standards. Curators would do well to consult with conservators in determining the viability and durability of a commissioned work. All involved parties should consider the financial, registration, and conservation impact of a commission, factoring in any additional shipping, installation, and conservation costs that a traditional purchase might not have.
Formal legal documentation should outline the terms of the commission agreement, including details regarding ownership and use rights (including as to intellectual property and moral rights); payment to the artist and, if applicable, payment to their gallery representation; right to sell or transfer the work in the future; conditions of display; and specifications on interpretive materials such as titles, wall texts, labels, etc. Legal documentation should also outline deadlines for the completion of the work and provisos should those deadlines (such as a specific opening date) not be met, as well as strategies for scenarios in which a work is left incomplete. The organization should consider methods that discourage such scenarios, including segmented payments for work from conception through completion. Additionally, curators should consider how completed commissions will be preserved, conserved, and/or documented, should unforeseen circumstances affect the work’s status. Circumstances to consider include when a fabricator or material needed for the work’s conservation becomes unavailable; changes in the organization’s leadership; renovations to or destruction of the work’s location; or funding appropriation impacting the commission. Any concerns on either side should be referred to the organization’s leadership and dealt with prior to contract execution.

Organizations may also commission works that will not become part of their permanent collections. In such cases, the organization, the artist, and/or the artist’s representative should establish, by written contract and in consultation with legal counsel, the clear division of responsibilities and ownership, image and use rights, and sales of the work.
CASE STUDIES

SFMoMA & the Fisher Collection


The Metropolitan Museum of Art & the Lehman Collection

The Director, department chair, or curator should initiate any recommendations for the deaccessioning or disposal of works of art from a collection. Curators should be deeply involved in conversations around deaccessioning and be guided by both their own expertise and the mission of the organization. While curators have a responsibility to ensure a transparent deaccessioning process, they do not have the ultimate say in whether a work is deaccessioned. This is typically the responsibility of some combination of a curatorial team, Director, acquisitions committee, and/or Board.

The AAMC & AAMC Foundation policy is that funds from deaccessioning should only be used for new acquisitions and conservation of the collection.

Deaccessioning is not necessarily a controversial or politicized issue. When undertaken in an ethical and transparent manner, it is a customary and accepted part of maintaining and caring for a collection. This may include reevaluating works in terms of relevance to the organization’s mission and collection management policy; adjusting for duplication; or addressing a condition issue. An organization may also consider deaccessioning following an official change in mission; however, any object for deaccessioning should be evaluated in terms of whether it remains pertinent to the organization’s history and founding. Any concerns or questions about the misuse or abuse of public trust in relation to a potential deaccession should be addressed to the Director and Board.

**RESOURCES**

**General**


SFMoMA sale


The AAMC & AAMC Foundation recognize that curators are responsible for presenting the cases for and against deaccessioning in accordance with professional ethics and best practices and with consideration of the organization’s legacy and future; however, the AAMC & AAMC Foundation understand that a curator does not have the final decision in deaccessioning. The AAMC & AAMC Foundation do not hold curators ultimately at fault for an organization’s unethical and irresponsible decision to deaccession works in an improper manner, or unethical use of the proceeds from a deaccession.

It is helpful to be aware that some state and local laws and regulations may restrict or govern the deaccessioning of works at certain organizations. Consultation with legal counsel is advised.

The AAMC & AAMC Foundation policy is that funds from deaccessioning should only be used for new acquisitions and conservation of the collection.

**Policies**

A collecting organization, or an organization that acquires public commissions, should have a deaccessioning policy as part of a larger collections strategy developed by some combination of the curatorial departments, Director, acquisitions committee, advisory group, legal counsel, and/or Board. If an organization does not have a deaccessions policy, its curators should seek to develop one in consultation with the organization’s leadership. Without a clear deaccessions policy, the organization will lack guidelines and a system of procedural checks and balances, which will result in ambiguous circumstances around any conversation or action engaging deaccessioning.
Deaccessioning policies should outline how and why works can be deaccessioned and how any financial proceeds are to be used. Additional details may vary; for example, the Smithsonian’s policies state that any deaccessioned work must first be offered to any other interested Smithsonian museum freely. (This policy does not apply to the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, which is managed under a different rule initiated at the time Joseph Hirshhorn gifted his collection to the Smithsonian.) The Metropolitan Museum of Art has a formal checklist for curators to use for any proposed deaccession, as it would for any proposed acquisition.

Some organizations have deaccessioned works in order to support efforts to expand their existing narrative, using the proceeds from deaccessioning to acquire works that help tell more complete, inclusive, and multivalent stories. In such cases, deaccessioning can help expand an organization’s collection and fill or correct gaps, such as a lack of holdings by artists from underrepresented communities and cultures.

Procedures for approving proposed deaccessions differ by organization. In many, a curator’s recommendations are considered by the Director and the appropriate committee, then submitted to the Board for a final decision. The organization will likely seek input from those proposing to sell the works privately or publicly, such as a dealer or auction house specialist. Should curators propose to deaccession a work outside their fields of expertise, they should consult with an applicable expert on that potential deaccession and be granted funding by the organization to compensate the consultant.

Once a work is approved for deaccessioning, it may be sold at auction or through private sale, exchanged, or gifted to another nonprofit. Each organization’s deaccessioning policy should address these options in detail.
Procedure

Curators should employ the same ethical and moral guidelines for research on deaccessions as for accessions. Curators are responsible for researching and analyzing the proposed work’s complete provenance, and for providing this information in a transparent manner to organizational leadership. Provenance research on a potential deaccession should include information on its authenticity; the conditions of its original transfer to the organization, such as whether the work in question is tied to any additional gifts or bequests and whether funds promised for the care of the work; and any ethical concerns around the work, its donor, and/or its seller. Curators should consider any legal documentation of or parameters around the object’s original acquisition by the organization. They should be mindful of whether the deaccession will impact ongoing relationships with donors or their descendants, and should, if possible, personally consult with them. Curators should also investigate whether the work in question is tied to any additional gifts or bequests; whether there were funds promised for the care of the work; and whether the deaccession will have a general financial or budgetary impact on the organization. The same considerations should apply when deaccessioning work by living artists or deceased artists represented by descendants, estates or foundations, or other relevant entities. When contemplating a work for deaccessioning, curators have a responsibility to consider art historical and organizational fluctuations, weighing whether a work that does not seem relevant at the present moment might appear relevant in the future.

Curators should be candid and forthcoming with their Director—and ideally present to the Board—regarding any reservations they may have about objects proposed for deaccession, whether or not those objects emanate from their department. A curator should proceed cautiously and conservatively throughout the deaccessioning process, making considered recommendations that conform to the organization’s policies and are transparent to all involved.
Restitutions

Restitution can be appropriate due to and motivated by provenance issues, such as conditions of transfer, origins, and ownership histories. Often, restitution is a result of research in the deaccessioning process but can also be motivated by findings from regular internal and external collection and scholarly research. In addition, the call for restitution of objects by countries and cultures of origin is common, with the details covered widely in the press and followed with great interest by the public.

An organization’s leadership will direct a restitution process, in coordination with legal counsel and, if appropriate, governmental agencies; a curators’ expertise in such circumstances is essential. Any restitution should follow the formal deaccession procedures of an organization where possible. Restitution requires the same level of diligence and ethics curators use with acquisitions and loans, including often working diplomatically and transparently with governmental entities, legal teams, donors, and the public.

Restitution is a sensitive and increasingly important topic across all art communities, and a conversation that includes governments, dealers, auction houses, artists, collectors, press, and the public. Curators should become familiar with and keep abreast of ongoing dialogues around this issue, as they are rapidly evolving.
The closure of the Corcoran Gallery of Art, 2014

The Corcoran Gallery of Art, which was founded in 1869, was a renowned and beloved Washington, DC, cultural institution with a deep dedication to US art and a long history of supporting innovative contemporary artists. It expanded in 1880 to include the Corcoran School of Art and Design, which educated artists and designers. In 2014, following years of financial difficulty, the Board of Trustees essentially dissolved the institution and reached an agreement with the National Gallery of Art and George Washington University to absorb its collection, school, and historic building. The loss of the Corcoran, especially its unique cultural history and curatorial perspective, was a painful blow to artists, students, staff, museumgoers, donors, and the District of Columbia. Critics viewed the closure as a failure of leadership and an affront to the institution’s founding donor and historic supporters.

In an effort to honor the Corcoran’s deep embeddedness in the city of its birth, the Board of Trustees developed a plan to keep the vast majority of the collection in Washington. Technically speaking, the Corcoran’s collection was not deaccessioned, but rather distributed following the closing of the institution. The National Gallery of Art received a large portion of the collection, and the Corcoran’s Board placed the remaining holdings in other Washington cultural institutions, including nine Smithsonian museums, the Phillips Collection, Howard University, the National Museum of Women in the Arts, and American University’s Katzen Arts Center, among others. None of the Corcoran’s works were ever sold and the collection’s dispersal is considered “one of the largest free distributions of art in U.S. history.” The institutions that acquired the distributed holdings will continue to feature the Corcoran’s credit lines, allowing a trace of the museum’s institutional history to remain part of the public record. The Corcoran’s demise was tragic, and some would argue avoidable. The decision to not sell the collection and to keep it in Washington, DC, represented an attempt to honor the goals of the original founder and to ethically situate the former collection with responsible local institutions dedicated to education, scholarship, and public service.
CASE STUDY

Brandeis University’s attempt to sell off the Rose Art Museum’s collection, 2009

In January 2009, Jehuda Reinharz, the President of Brandeis University in Waltham, Massachusetts, announced that the school planned to shut down the Rose Art Museum and sell its collection, reportedly because Brandeis was having an institutional budget crisis. The University’s endowment had shrunk from about $700 million to about $530 million due to the 2008 economic downturn. What added to the institution’s financial woes was that many of the university’s major donors had lost much of their wealth due to Bernard Madoff’s alleged Ponzi scheme. The announcement came as a shock to the Rose’s Director, Michael Rush.

The Rose Art Museum was founded in 1961. The inaugural Director, Sam Hunter, who came to Brandeis from the Museum of Modern Art, New York, was an astute collector who with a $50,000 gift from Leon Mnuchin and his wife, Harriet Gevirtz-Mnuchin, purchased works by artists early in their careers, including Willem de Kooning, Jasper Johns, Roy Lichtenstein, Morris Louis, Robert Rauschenberg, and Andy Warhol. Hunter and Mnuchin built an exceptional collection, setting a $5,000 limit per painting and often buying work straight from the artists’ studios.

By 2009, the Rose Art Museum’s collection had grown to more than 7,000 objects. In a February 5, 2009, Time magazine article, Director Rush said he had asked the auction house Christie’s to value the Rose’s art collection, which was discovered to be around $350 million. Rush said he ordered the assessment for insurance reasons but also to raise the Rose’s profile in the eyes of the campus administrators. He said, “that may have backfired.”

Upon the University’s decision, there was an immediate negative reaction from the faculty, as well as from artists and museum directors. The news received tremendous coverage around the world, mostly denouncing the school’s decision. Also, the decision to turn the museum into a “teaching center and gallery” was widely derided as the way the University would be allowed to sell off the collection without going against the ethics guidelines set by museums.

Four of the museum’s benefactors, Gerald Finberg, Lois Foster, Jonathan Lee, and Meryl Rose, sued Brandeis University to stop any art sales. The Massachusetts attorney general, Martha Coakley, also began an investigation of the propriety of the Brandeis plan. It took two years for the lawsuit to settle in favor of the plaintiffs. No works from the collection were sold. Jehuda Reinharz, the President of Brandeis University who recommended closing the art museum, stepped down in 2011 amid sharp criticism over his decision but with a healthy retirement package. When Michael Rush’s contract expired in June 2009, it was not renewed by Brandeis.
CASE STUDIES

The Elgin Marbles

The Elgin Marbles—sculptures from the Parthenon in Athens, which have since the early nineteenth century been held by London’s British Museum—are the subject of an ongoing restitution case.


Dancing Shiva

The Pathur Nataraja is a twelfth-century South Indian bronze image of the god Shiva dancing. It was smuggled out of the state of Tamil Nadu, India, in 1977, sold to the Bumper Corporation in Canada, and eventually confiscated and tried in a British court of law. The case was exceptional because the plaintiff was the god Shiva; this judgment upheld a 1988 ruling that Shiva has a “juristic personality” existence in Britain (as gods do in India), and therefore could sue for the return of his icon. Shiva’s position was argued in court by a legal team including a British Queen’s Counsel and lawyers representing the Indian government. The case was successful, and in 1991 the Pathur Nataraja (Dancing Shiva) was repatriated to Tamil Nadu.

Some resources on the case include:


Recent restitutions of African art

Restitution or repatriation of artworks pillaged during war or colonization is currently a hotly debated topic and one that may motivate deaccessioning of works in institutional collections.

In 2018, French President Emmanuel Macron commissioned a report that recommends that objects removed from Africa and sent to France without the consent of their countries of origin be repatriated if the country of origin asks for them.

Some responses to this report include:


A timeline of events related to debates over repatriating African art is provided here:


Original research and writing are among the most critical activities performed by curators and are essential to enriching public understanding and enjoyment of the work presented. For a collecting institution, research and scholarship are key curatorial responsibilities. Curators bring to their work considerable knowledge and experience that often originates both within and outside an affiliated organization, and they have a responsibility to ensure that their work addresses their audiences and fits the dynamic of the situation. Institutional publications and interpretive texts produced for special exhibitions and/or collection galleries should be accessible to broad audiences, as should public lectures and tours. In adapting scholarship, curators should work collaboratively with and honor the expertise of colleagues internally and externally.

Scholarly research and writing, whether around a special project, collection care, or temporary exhibition/installation, are often dependent on available time, and the organization should, if possible, support sustained periods of concentration for curators to undertake such work. If the organization does not have policies in place, curators may wish to negotiate for time and/or support for research and writing at the time of their hiring or for independent/consultant work within their contract. Many organizations provide resources that contribute to the research carried out by their employees and contractors in the form of access to collections, libraries, archives, laboratories, equipment, grants, and travel funds.

RESOURCES

General


Yale Center for British Art, British Art Studies, an open access online scholarly publication: https://britishart.yale.edu/research/publications/british-art-studies (accessed March 14, 2019).
Some organizational budgets include funds for ongoing research related to the permanent collection and potential acquisitions, as well as exhibition research. A small number of institutions have programs for sabbaticals and paid or unpaid leave. This is particularly helpful for curators who take on ambitious projects and for those who derive benefit from travel or periods of residence elsewhere in order to pursue their scholarly research on the institution’s behalf.

When funds to advance research are not provided, curators may need to seek external funding for these opportunities. Many associations and foundations (private and governmental), some specific to particular areas of research, offer this support, and it can be useful to consult with colleagues in fundraising when seeking grant opportunities.

**Travel**

Opportunities to visit exhibitions, performances, installations, biennials, and collections or attend colloquia are, for most curators, important research and learning occasions. Curators working with living artists need to be able to travel for studio visits and to maintain connections with artists who do not live and work in their area.

Many curatorial job descriptions include travel as a requirement. Curators are often called upon for courier trips; travel with Board members and other patrons and donors; and leading local, domestic, and international trips to exhibitions, collections, artists’ studios, art fairs, etc. Curators need to be aware that such travel does not always lead to the ability to conduct scholarly activities while traveling, and can often be in conflict with that goal.

**Intellectual property**

All organizations should have set policies for the acknowledgment/crediting of intellectual property and labor. Curators must have a clear understanding of the organization’s intellectual property policies when hired and should keep abreast of any changes that occur. Many of these policies will differ from experiences in graduate work or academic employment. Typically, no text should be reprinted, altered, translated, or reused for a different purpose without permission of the copyright holder; legal counsel should be consulted about obtaining such permissions. While curators should be acknowledged publicly for their work for an organization, typically the organization owns the work product and rights thereto; these policies differ from those of academia.
Acknowledgment of curatorial work
There exists a tradition in curatorial work of granting authorial credit only to the lead curator of an exhibition or project; junior curators and additional individuals within the organization are often not credited, regardless of how much of the work they undertook or how significant the contributions they made. AAMC & AAMC Foundation believe that all team members should be credited alongside the lead curator in texts such as catalogues, introductory wall texts, websites, press materials, etc., and encourage curators to advocate for this policy.

Reuse of existing texts
Most scholarly writing is discursive. Any written work consulted or adapted for a new publication should be cited or otherwise acknowledged, regardless of whether it comes from a published or unpublished source. In accordance with the highest academic standards and practices, curators should always credit their sources, especially in published (print or digital) catalogues and articles.

AAMC & AAMC Foundation believe that all team members should be credited alongside the lead curator in texts such as catalogues, introductory wall texts, websites, press materials, etc., and encourage curators to advocate for this policy.

Brief passages in interpretive texts (including wall texts and object labels), entries in periodical publications, marketing materials, and texts on an organization’s website frequently depend on work written by present and past staff curators and outside scholars. Whenever possible, the author of any significant text should be credited. In addition, much writing undertaken at arts organizations is descriptive, not original, and scholarly citation is less applicable to descriptive writing; additionally, much of this writing may be drafted as a team by members of the organization’s curatorial, education, digital, editorial, and/or communications staffs. However, if there is doubt about a text’s originality or source of origin, one should consult the author of the text in question before reuse or adaptation. If such questions persist, consultation with the project leader and/or department head, and legal counsel should be sought.
**Free exchange of information**

The free exchange of information is essential to progress in scholarship. All curatorial departments and all organizational team members are encouraged to share their departmental files as freely as feasible with interested parties including colleagues and outside researchers. At the same time, it is imperative that all those who consult documentation, whether curatorial files or conservation reports, respect the authorship of that material and acknowledge their sources. To avoid the risk of error or misinterpretation, curators are advised to consult with applicable colleagues before interpreting their reports, and conservators and scientists are advised to consult with the applicable curators before drawing on curatorial files as sources.

In some instances, it may be appropriate for a curator to postpone sharing research in progress. This decision should always be made in consultation with a supervisor. However, AAMC & AAMC Foundation believe that in the interest of intellectual cooperation and advancement priority should always be given to collaboration and the dissemination of information.

**Open access & visual documentation**

Some organizations have implemented policies of open access of their images. Curators should advocate at their own organizations for the adoption of such policies. AAMC & AAMC Foundation support open access of images and data while observing any legal limitations and restrictions related to copyright or other use rights. Organizations should not only share resources with the widest possible audiences but also help create networks of professional reciprocity and free exchange worldwide.

The free exchange of photographs and digital images between researchers is essential to scholarship, as well as fostering engagement with a global community. AAMC & AAMC Foundation recommend that art organizations, in developing procedures for distributing visual documentation, ensure that internal and external communities are properly served. The exchange of visual documentation is distinct from the commercial licensing of images for reproduction.
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Organizations benefit from their curators’ participation in professional and field-specific conferences, seminars, workshops, webinars, and other educational opportunities. Some organizations may pay fees and dues on their staff’s behalf and underwrite the costs of traveling to and attending programs hosted by such groups. These opportunities are an extremely important part of a curator’s professional development, in particular as the majority of skills utilized day to day are developed on the job.

In addition, exposure to exhibitions, biennials, art fairs, auctions, and the like can have great benefit to the professional development of a curator. Often curators attending such events represent their organization at them, increasing the profile of both the curator and the organization itself. A curator works with the Director, department head, or appropriate supervisor to establish a budget and travel schedule for a curator’s professional development. Ensuring these benefits are accessible at all stages of a curator’s career is essential, and investing in its team represents an important part of an organization’s success and culture.

However, policies guaranteeing curatorial research time and funding are more the exception than the rule. If an organization does not have such policies in place, curators may wish to negotiate for time and/or support for such efforts at the time of their hiring. In certain circumstances—and with an eye on the fine line between what advances a curator’s own career and what advances the organization—one might consider the possibility of personally investing in one’s own research, professional development, networking, or travel, in the interest of personal advancement.

CURATORIAL COMMUNITIES

Communication among curatorial colleagues, internally and externally, is crucial, and can provide support in terms of one’s work and broader professional development. Curators at the same organization should meet regularly with one another; some large organizations offer formal curatorial forums for this purpose. Curators should speak with and meet colleagues in their cities/towns/states/provinces, including independent curators and scholars. AAMC and other professional organizations also offer many networking opportunities; participating in such organizations is highly encouraged for professional growth.
It is the responsibility of a curator to mentor, manage, and have a role in the hiring process. This includes providing support, guidance, insight, and training for junior colleagues, interns, fellows, curatorial assistants, research assistants, administrative assistants, and/or assistant and associate curators. It also includes outreach to students from high school to graduate school, and to others with an interest in curatorial pursuits.

Both mentoring and supervising should include helping mentees or supervisees expand their networks and engage in the professional community; this might be done by facilitating introductions, sharing opportunities to join meetings, and encouraging professional activity in outside organizations. In mentoring, supervising, and hiring the principles of generosity and transparency apply in working collaboratively and sharing information; doing so fosters an understanding of curatorial work and promotes positive work cultures.

AAMC & AAMC Foundation advocate that curators apply practices of diversity, equity, inclusivity, and accessibility as a primary focus of their role in every aspect of mentoring, supervising, and hiring.
Mentoring

Many of a curator’s skills are honed on the job; this includes understanding governance, fundraising, finance, and project management. Curators should prioritize mentorship, cultivating a good rapport with those with whom they work, and communicating in a supportive and transparent manner. Mentors should remember that a mentorship relationship also represents a learning experience for themselves; there is much to be gained from hearing your mentee’s views and insights. Curators should model best practices, including creating positive, inclusive, and equitable workplace cultures—and paying particular attention to their own implicit bias as they move through this process. Mentoring is a key aspect of how curators learn and develop; it is both a responsibility and an honor to support the next generation.

Supervising

Like mentoring, supervising direct reports and team project members is a key aspect of a curator’s role. A supervisor should provide a transparent and positive line of communication, and offer insight into organizational infrastructure and policies, including “big picture” objectives and strategies. Supervising is a responsibility that should be taken seriously and engaged in thoughtfully. It requires sharing information and spending time with those one is supervising, as well as establishing empathetic, fair, and welcoming environments.

RESOURCES
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When supervising, one should set regular meetings and activities for teams (whether departmental or project-based); these provide equitable forums to share updates and ideas, and to brainstorm as a group. A supervisor, like a mentor, must consider implicit bias and unfair presumptions of knowledge in their interactions. Curators need to recognize that the manner in which they were trained or brought on might not be the best method; it is always important to break existing unproductive cycles. Supervising and collaborative leadership involves more than just a day of training, and extends beyond solely curatorial work. For example, supervisors may help new hires from another culture or geographic location, for whom language and behavioral nuances may be challenging, or who may be encountering difficulties navigating benefits and policies that may differ from those in their home community.

**Hiring**

In visual arts nonprofits and throughout the art world, there is a well-recognized need to diversify the curatorial field in regard to nation, gender, race, ethnicity, (dis)ability, and socioeconomic background. Implicit bias has long existed in the curatorial profession, which manifests around salary levels, opportunities for travel, conventions about workplace dress, etc. The same bias has manifested in the way art and culture have traditionally been presented in Western historical narratives. In addition, existing gender-based pay disparities prevalent in the arts community mandate that one must be mindful and vigilant about fair and equitable hiring and compensation practices.

When making or informing hiring decisions, curators have the opportunity, and the power, to locate and recruit talent who bring diverse perspectives and experiences. Curators should play an active part in working with Human Resources and leadership to review job descriptions,
postings, and other outreach materials to ensure that they are inclusive. New methodologies in this area are constantly evolving, and AAMC & AAMC Foundation strongly suggest that curators and their organizations maintain best practices.

In hiring new staff members, it is important to have a clear job description. Before posting an opening, curators should review the current position, and its description, and consider whether it truly fits what is needed for the role, including the level of expertise and education. This is particularly true of entry-level positions; one should be thoughtful about what a candidate actually needs to succeed in the role and how differing skill sets could be beneficial. Many studies provide insight into how to ensure job postings are inclusive, and how to encourage more diverse candidates to apply. Every curatorial posting should take these factors into consideration.

Since curatorial work is central to the function of visual arts nonprofits, curators are often asked to serve on search committees for new Directors, heads of departments, and curatorial peers. Curators can represent the needs of their departments in these forums, collaborating with interdepartmental colleagues to evaluate potential hires and to determine if the individual will advance the organization’s mission, including the principles of diversity, equity, and inclusion.

RESOURCES
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Fundraising is important to the overall operation of cultural organizations; annual contributions from individuals, foundations, corporations, and governmental entities compose at least 30 percent of most organizational income, and for most it is much more. Development teams work in many ways to build relationships with people that inspire them to support the organization’s mission, creating momentum toward and ultimately securing funding. Authenticity and transparency are key to success.

This section is intended to provide curators with an understanding of their roles within fundraising. A curator’s activity in this area can vary depending on guidelines or geographic location. Many international organizations are government funded and depend less on fundraising; in some cases, curators are prohibited by their organization from personally taking part in any form of fundraising.

The development department (also sometimes referred to as external affairs or institutional advancement) is responsible for the overall fundraising program. These colleagues manage prospective and existing donor relationships; direct and oversee fundraising events and programs for funders; maintain records of donor gifts and history; and provide support to the Board, Director, and curators in their development efforts. Support from these colleagues includes activities such as arranging prospective donor meetings and drafting meeting materials; prospective donor research and strategy; writing gift acknowledgments, proposals, and gift reports; drafting (with legal counsel) gift agreements; and discussing naming, recognition, and gift acceptance policies with donors.

Curators work closely with colleagues and participate in many aspects of fundraising activity, and it is important to view the relationship as a partnership. Donors often seek out curators as art and art historical experts. Development teams support curatorial work by building and facilitating philanthropic relationships and are invaluable partners for curators in realizing curatorial projects. Development also manages the business side of donor relationships, allowing curators to focus conversations on curatorial content.
Curatorial and development teams partner on building relationships with donors (“cultivation” and “stewardship” in fundraising terms), writing grant proposals and reports (curators should provide an exhibition narrative from which grant writers can work), and on making the “ask.” Curators must realize that meeting deadlines and providing urgently needed material are imperative to securing funding and should provide information in a timely fashion. Positive collaboration often directly benefits the work of the curator or curatorial department.

Curators are also asked to participate in activities that broadly support the organization, such as member and donor cultivation events that include exhibition tours or presentations. They should be frank with donors about challenges in their field yet discreet about those that are within the organization. Donors today want to know the impact of their philanthropy, and curators must be prepared to discuss why their work and organization matter.

In fundraising, expect situations in which the donor does not see eye-to-eye with the organization about a particular program or other matter and may raise the issue with a curator. Curators should not try to handle such situations alone but should seek help from development colleagues and senior management as soon as possible so that the issue can be handled appropriately. Transparency and clarity remain paramount in all funding relationships.

By the same token, there may be situations where curators find themselves at odds with donors’ (individual, corporate, government, foundation) and/or Board members’ personal, professional, or political actions, beliefs, or ethics. A donor’s engagement outside of the organization is increasingly and deeply analyzed by the public as well as internal staff for moral, ethical, environmental, and other standards.
If a donor says or is engaged in an offensive act or is operating outside of ethical standards, the curator should share this information with colleagues in the development department and at the senior management level as soon as possible. This will help prevent the situation from escalating, and it is best for it to be thought through and addressed institutionally. Controversy is not new to any cultural organization, and it is best to address it immediately. In the case of personal harassment or inappropriate behavior, one should notify one’s supervisor, human resources, legal counsel, and/or colleagues immediately according to the organization’s reporting policies, if applicable.

Curatorial and fundraising roles, as well as all sectors of the visual arts, are rarely nine-to-five jobs. While AAMC & AAMC Foundation do not support work environments that require unpaid and unacknowledged overtime, we also recognize that this is the reality for the visual arts community.

**Types of fundraising**

Funds are raised for the full range of organizational operations and generally fall into the following categories: gifts for specific projects, which include education programs, special exhibitions, publications, etc.; general operating support; capital projects; acquisitions; endowment; planned gifts; and gifts of works of art or other personal property. Curators should familiarize themselves with each, as some will be more suitable than others with different donors.

**Individual**

Individual donors will often be the primary source of support for curatorial work. Given their shared interest in art, curators should expect to build deep relationships with collectors and philanthropists that span many years. It is important to keep the development office apprised of contact with donors so that they can maintain complete
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records of the relationship, notify curators of important pertinent information regarding that donor’s broader relationship with the organization, and assist with materials as needed. It may be difficult at times to balance work with the demands placed on personal time by individual donors. A strong partnership with the development office can be useful in such circumstances, as they experience and manage these difficulties regularly.

Curators working in emerging fields, or in areas not historically collected by their institution, should endeavor to educate their colleagues across the organization about the time investment required to cultivate potential new donors who support these fields. Just because an organization has started building a new curatorial focus does not mean that individual donors or collectors will immediately contribute funds or art. These donors may need to see an organization’s meaningful commitment over time before they choose to support it. This dynamic should be taken into consideration when organizations evaluate a curator’s success at cultivating donors in emerging or historically marginalized fields.

Donors are increasingly tied directly to curators, and it is not unusual for a donor to follow a curator rather than an organization. However, curators should exercise caution about approaching donors from past places of employment or projects and have a clear understanding of their current organization’s policies and legal landscape and risk before doing so; for example, curators could be sued for approaching donors if prohibited by their previous employment or separation contract in some way, such as those with a noncompete clause.

Many organizations have annual giving groups that directly support curatorial departments. These activities should be overseen by the development office in coordination with the curatorial department. Annual dues for such groups should be commensurate with the level of access to curatorial expertise that donors receive.
Institutional
Curators will likely be expected to participate in institutional fundraising from foundations and governments. In this context, curators will be asked to help develop prospect lists, as they may know foundations interested in supporting a specific genre or artist more directly, as well as to work closely with the individual writing the grant to compose the application, and together with development, to make presentations to prospective funders.

Foundation and governmental grants tend to require the most detailed proposals and can warrant sophisticated program evaluation with measurable impact. Reporting is required and typically rigorous, with firm deadlines. Curators should be mindful of schedules in working cooperatively with their development departments and understand in advance the requirements for each approach.

Corporate
Corporate sponsorship has different nuances but also requires a seamless engagement with development departments. Corporate funders often wish to negotiate their terms of sponsorship, such as the size and placement of the company’s brand, the number of events for staff and clients, brand alignment, etc. Corporate sponsors may ask for curators to give numerous exhibition tours, interact with artists, and so forth. Development staff should consult with curators before these numbers are set or before agreeing to any final terms for access; ultimately, however, it is up to organizational leadership, development, and legal to finalize these terms.

Board/Trustees
While the relationship between curators and Board members/trustees varies from organization to organization, in most cases curators will have privileged access, as many Boards consist of collectors. Curators often engage the Board through their recommendations for acquiring and deaccessioning works of art. A recent study found that a strong understanding of programs relates to stronger Board engagement, strategy, leadership, and fundraising, underscoring the importance of the Board member/curator relationship. As with all donors, the development office can help navigate complex trustee relationships.
The organization’s leadership and legal counsel should develop written policy guidelines that will support curators on a range of issues, including conflicts of interest, confidentiality, and acceptance of gifts. Always consult an organization’s policies and/or legal counsel before accepting a personal gift. If such guidelines are not offered, curators should verbally consult with their Director and/or development staff about such policies, and ideally collectively work with legal counsel to put written guidelines in place.

**ASKS**

Curators often find themselves in the position of asking for gifts, which may take numerous forms. Gifts most commonly include pledges of cash support for an exhibition or special project or donations of works of art.

All approaches for support should be coordinated with the development office. This is important for three reasons: (1) many donors have multiple relationships within an organization so the timing of asks must be centralized; (2) the development office and legal counsel must handle the business and legal details of gifts, such as naming opportunities and gift agreements; and (3) it maintains a focus on institutional funding priorities mandated by the Director. Curators should never find themselves in the position of negotiating conditions or terms of gifts in any manner.

Occasionally, curators may be asked to solicit gifts of artwork—usually from contemporary artists—for auctions or fundraisers benefiting the organization. It is important to be thoughtful in determining which artists to ask for donations. If artists have preexisting relationships with the organization, one should make sure that they do not perceive their gifts as barter in exchange for exposure at the organization or any other potential conflict of interest. Generally, these gifts are small works on paper or similar and should not present a significant financial loss or burden for the donating artists.
CASE STUDY

The Metropolitan Museum of Art & a long-term relationship with a major foundation

The Metropolitan Museum of Art has been fortunate to have the generous support of a major foundation for many years. The foundation’s founder settled in New York in the early twentieth century and quickly became a key tastemaker in his field of art. At mid-century he created a foundation that became one of the most important supporters of his field in New York. From the time of his arrival in New York City, the donor formed a close relationship with the Met through his foundation, exhibiting objects at the museum and making regular gifts to Met departments related to his interests. Following his death, the relationship with the Met continued under the foundation’s president, who personally knew the donor and remained dedicated to his vision.

During the president’s extended tenure, he developed friendships with numerous curators in the departments of interest to the foundation’s founder and was deeply engaged in their work. Museum leadership and senior staff in the development office also cultivated a close relationship with him—on any given day in the museum one might see him having lunch with a curator, a researcher, the museum president, or the vice president of development. He was invited to all Met exhibition openings and to all curatorial events hosted by the departments supported by the foundation, and he attended nearly all of them. Each curator and development staff member made him feel welcome, appreciated, and part of the museum’s inner circle. As the foundation moves into a new era, the museum will continue to cultivate close connections with it.

How does an organization successfully manage competing donor interests among curatorial departments? For the Met, these close relationships were key. Each grant cycle, the foundation president would talk individually with the heads of the curatorial departments supported by the foundation about their funding priorities for the coming year and beyond. With an established close working relationship with the development office, he would then call the vice president of development with his decision on what to include in the grant proposal for that year. He was transparent about issues such as timing, projects that fell outside the interests of the foundation, and available grant funds. In other words, he could tell the development staff what he was not comfortable saying to a curator. Development was tasked with informing each department of the projects that would be included in the grant proposal and collaborated with the curators on the narrative and budget. The president also worked closely with the development staff to shape each proposal.

Thanks to the foundation’s generosity and the consistent relationship-building and partnership of the curators and development staff, fellowships, staff positions, publications, exhibitions, and acquisitions have been generously funded for the departments of interest to the founder.
Professional Advancement & Navigation
ACADEMIC TRAINING & OTHER ROUTES

Expectations are that curators have an area or period of specialization. Depending on that specialization, it is standard custom for curators of all ranks to have earned a PhD (or be in the process of doing so) or MA in their field of specialization, or to have equivalent experience. Common fields of advanced study include art history, anthropology, archaeology, history, visual culture, and curatorial studies. One should research graduate programs before entering them to ensure that a degree from the program will provide access to one’s chosen career path. Other humanities or social science disciplines may be applicable depending on the position. There are nontraditional paths to becoming a curator, and often experience is viewed as equivalent to education, particularly in fields such as performance, fashion, textiles, contemporary, and so on; recognition of such experience varies by organization. Depending upon one’s field, training in additional languages may be required; many graduate programs also have language requirements. As with any profession, continued professional development and supplemental training can help advance one’s career.

RELATIONSHIPS & ORGANIZATIONAL REPRESENTATION

Curators tend to be the primary contacts for a variety of constituents outside the organization, including individual and institutional lenders; gallerists; press; international, local, and national governmental agencies; and visiting dignitaries. As part of this, curators often participate in many “social activities” that blur the line between the professional and the personal. In all cases, curators should conduct themselves as representatives of the organization, familiarizing themselves with the cultural protocols of people with whom they are interacting (for example, knowing the appropriate ways to greet a dignitary visiting from a foreign country), and sharing this knowledge with colleagues within the organization to the best of their ability.
Curators should be in open communication with their colleagues in other departments to ensure collaboration and alignment in understanding goals for a given project. For example, curators should consult with their development colleagues about strategies regarding a potential donor before speaking with that donor themselves.

Curators who work with living artists must represent the interests of their affiliated organization while considering the interests or preferences of the artist, which may sometimes be in conflict. For instance, an artist might not want any interpretive materials, but the organization might insist on them in order to uphold its commitment to its audience; or an artist might not want any security measures in place, but the organization might need to overrule that request in the interest of public safety.

The degree to which job offers may be negotiable varies. Curators are in their strongest negotiating positions immediately after they have received a job offer but can also negotiate during the review process.

While some areas may not be negotiable, others might be arranged through a direct supervisor rather than as a matter of organizational policy; however, any benefit or arrangement that is not policy or part of a contractual arrangement or protected by law or regulation could be revoked at any time or be dissolved with new management, transfers, performance reviews, or team expansion. Unionized or university settings tend to have different parameters, as do organizations outside the United States, where benefits such as health care are often not part of an employment package.

One should review an organization’s employee handbook during the hiring process, as well as annually, in order to anticipate topics one would like to discuss during negotiations or reviews. Upon entering into any negotiation, one should set priorities, limits, and boundaries. Making a list of parameters that are of key importance personally will help guide one through the process. It is common practice for curators (and for all professionals) to consult with trusted peers and mentors about what one might expect and/or negotiate for in a prospective position.
When considering salary, one should consult industry resources to judge appropriate levels. Also, one needs to consider salary in terms of the cost of living where the position is located. While salaries in a major metropolitan area or in a very competitive geographic market may be higher, so often will the overall cost of living. Curators working independently should take this into account; while they may live in an area with a high cost of living, the region in which they are consulting may have a lower cost of living and will offer a pay structure in accordance with it. The Association of Art Museum Directors (AAMD), the American Alliance of Museums (AAM), and many local not-for-profit coalitions publish salary surveys annually. For federal museums, pay grades are public. For university museums, one can consult the Chronicle of Higher Education’s Salary Survey, which lists the average salaries of faculty and staff by institution. Annual IRS Form 990 filings (which are publicly available) will list the salaries of the top earners at nonprofit organizations. Particularly given existing gender-based pay disparities it is essential that the leaders of arts organizations remain mindful and vigilant about fair hiring and compensation practices.

Other areas one might consider in negotiations are benefits such as vacation, paid family leave, retirement plans, sick time, flextime, travel, moving and temporary housing, research, professional memberships and development programs, work visas, and residence applications. Titles are regularly negotiated or discussed in a review process. In some instances, one might choose to forgo an added benefit for a title change and vice versa.

INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS

Written contracts with consultants, adjunct, or independent hires should be clear about work parameters and deadlines, payment schedules, and expenses, outlining which expenses will be covered (travel, meals, supplies) and by what means (lump sum or staggered payments, per diems, reimbursement, etc.). Working Artists and the Greater Economy (W.A.G.E.), an artists’ rights group, has a fee calculator based on an organization’s total annual operating expenses that can serve as a useful guide, especially for engagements such as giving lectures or writing essays. Note that the difference between independent contractors and employees is a legal distinction of some complication so legal counsel and human resources should be consulted in all hiring situations.
Before starting a new job or accepting a promotion, curators should have a clear grasp of their specific responsibilities. Documents such as job descriptions, performance plans, and organizational charts can delineate expectations of a curator within a larger institutional context.

Once hired, curators should have annual performance assessments with their direct supervisors. Many organizations conduct 360-degree reviews with supervisors, peer employees, and/or direct reports; these can provide employees with a more comprehensive assessment of their work. Depending on the culture and practices of the specific organization, performance assessments can be formal or informal, but should always evaluate staff members’ work through transparent, clear, communicative, cooperative, and consistent processes. Assessments should entail discussions of how an employee has met existing goals, and of new and/or updated goals for the coming year; staff members should also be able to readjust goals as their projects progress.

Curators can prepare for performance assessments by considering their recent achievements, progress on long-term projects, and ongoing efforts such as mentoring and donor cultivation. Individual curators’ performances may be evaluated by different criteria depending on their level of seniority. These may include: work on exhibitions, collections, acquisitions, and publications; engagement with audiences and public stakeholders; working with donors and patrons; teamwork; collegiality; handling conflict; supervising; mentoring; and active professional development. During the assessment, curators should be clear about the ebbs and flows of curatorial work; achievements for one year may entail behind-the-scenes research, whereas those for another year may involve more public-facing work such as donor cultivation, publishing, and lecturing. Assessments should also cover achievements made working as part of a team and collaborative projects within the organization that went beyond typical curatorial work.

Performance reviews and their procedures should be outlined in the organization’s employee handbook, which should also cover areas such as benefits, whistle-blowing, harassment, retaliation, discrimination, and handling of employer property (digital and otherwise). Laws concerning these areas vary by country, and in the United States, by state and locality.
HARASSMENT, INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIOR & ABUSE

AAMC & AAMC Foundation do not tolerate harassment, inappropriate behavior, or abuse in any form. Curators should report any and all such behaviors to human resources or the equivalent offices at their organization. A variety of laws in the United States, primarily state and local, protect employees who speak out against harassment, inappropriate behavior, and abuse; many states and localities also require that employees undergo anti-harassment training. Employees should consult their organization’s policies and legal counsel should questions arise.

Because curators work with a wide variety of constituents outside their affiliated organizations—and the job generally involves extensive, and often after-hours, social events with donors, artists, etc.—there can arise instances in which sexual harassment, inappropriate behavior, or abuse may seem ambiguous or difficult to pinpoint. Such behavior should be reported to one’s supervisor, human resources department, legal department, and/or Director. Reporting policies should be part of every employee handbook. Curators who work at university art organizations may be subject to university mandatory reporting policies, and should make sure they familiarize themselves with the university’s policies on this subject.

AAMC & AAMC Foundation do not tolerate harassment, inappropriate behavior, or abuse in any form.
Like many professions, curatorial work can prove challenging for achieving work-life balance. Those working in the visual arts are required and/or encouraged to attend frequent after-hours events (at their organization and beyond); travel; spend time with donors and supporters; and in general, work beyond the traditional nine-to-five workday. E-mail and other advances in communication technologies also now often require attention outside of office hours. Employees who are nonexempt for purposes of wage and hour laws are typically entitled to overtime pay for extra work.

Individuals must always make their own decisions about prioritizing competing demands but should also communicate in a transparent manner about circumstances and needs, raising concerns with one’s direct supervisor, human resources, or other internal approval structures. While organizations often have prescribed policies regarding family leave, flextime, etc., they may be willing to work with employees to accommodate their needs, both in terms of policy and in more informal agreements with individual supervisors. As with other benefits, it is often most effective to negotiate for such accommodations upon hire.

Organizations succeed best with healthy and engaged team members and should endeavor to promote work-life balance and well-being for their employees.
Curators collaborate with their colleagues in marketing, communications, and digital to promote their specific exhibition projects and the overall organization. In addition, those in the curatorial sector represent their exhibitions and installations, and sometimes the larger institution, to the media (print and online), through exhibition previews and interviews. When speaking to the media, curators should be familiar with and follow their organizations’ media policies and guidelines. Curators should work directly with marketing, communications, and digital staff in devising media strategies; supplying materials such as exhibition narratives that form the basis of press releases, social media postings, and advertisements; providing digital images and, in some cases, working with legal counsel to obtain copyright permissions for image use; and reviewing marketing, communications, and digital materials.

**Social media**

Curators are often encouraged by their organizations to promote their work through social media. Those who are not previously familiar with navigating social media platforms should feel free to ask marketing colleagues for guidance. Curators must be aware of their organizations’ policies regarding individual staff members’ social media presence and keep abreast of any changes to these policies. If an organization does not have an existing social media policy, it should be encouraged to develop one; this may be a point to negotiate upon hire. While curators often post on social media about the commercial art world, including art fairs, galleries, etc., there exists a risk of perceived conflict of interest; curators should consult with their supervisors should such questions arise.

In some instances, curators also engage in personal branding, developing a recognizable professional persona that may or may not be connected to their organizations. This may include developing a personal website or honing a unique curatorial voice through social media; participating in profile pieces in the media; writing criticism, etc. This personal branding aligns with developments in other aspects of visual arts nonprofits’ operations where, for example, some donors are increasingly interested in developing relationships with individual curators whose interests align with their own.

In general, organizations should support this kind of professional development. However, curators should be aware of and anticipate potential conflicts or issues relating to their personal social media presence.
Curators engage in a range of public speaking duties, from presenting scholarly papers, to giving exhibition tours and lectures to varied audiences, to emceeing events. Some organizations offer opportunities for training in public speaking; if not, one might consider requesting it, especially when negotiating upon hire or during performance evaluations. Curators need to be able to speak engagingly about their work in all settings and should be able to speak about the missions and strategic plans of their organizations, and to provide general institutional data. When engaged in public speaking or in public forums such as social media, curators should make distinctions between their organization’s positions and their own personally held views.

Outside employment, including self-employment and paid consulting, is often similar or related to the work curators perform for their employers, and for which they receive remuneration or nonmonetary compensation (or both). This might include speaking engagements, teaching, publishing, and curating outside of their affiliated organizations; serving on juries; conducting valuations; and working with galleries, art fairs, and auction houses. Many organizations encourage curators to engage in activities related to their profession, as these contribute to the organization’s reputation and to the individual’s professional development.

Each organization has different rules about when and how curators may engage in outside work (during work hours or on their own time); what kinds of outside work may be perceived as conflicts of interest; and how fees are disbursed. For example, some organizations allow curators to keep the fees they receive from outside work, while others require fees to be paid or donated to the organization. AAMC & AAMC Foundation encourage that outside work remuneration be kept by the curator. Before engaging in any outside work/employment (paid or volunteer), transparency with a supervisor is important and approval should be secured in advance.
Organizational Contexts
Most arts organizations are structured as nonprofit corporations incorporated under and subject to state law. Some are formed as nonprofit trusts, but this is less common. Nonprofits contend with two parallel legal and governance regimes: (1) the state governance laws for the state in which the nonprofit is incorporated or operating, and (2) the Internal Revenue Service requirements for an organization that applies for and receives federal tax-exempt status based on its charitable purposes, typically (for arts organizations) under Section 501(c)(3). Tax-exempt status (exempting the organization from paying tax and enabling donors to make tax-deductible charitable donations) is the main reason why arts organizations form as nonprofits, making the IRS rules critically important. These rules, like certain nonprofit state laws, govern and prohibit specific activities such as those presenting conflicts of interest and private inurement. IRS rules differ slightly, but in important ways, for the two types of 501(c)(3) organizations—public charities and private foundations.

Nonprofits are governed by their bylaws, the document setting forth how the organization operates, how decisions are made, and by whom. A Board of Directors (or trustees) is the ultimate governing body of the organization. The Board may and usually does delegate certain operational powers to officers, such as a President, Secretary and Treasurer, and staff, primarily the Director. In addition to bylaws, nonprofits should have conflict of interest, whistle-blower, and investment policies. Legal counsel working with the Board, Director, and other departments will assist the organization in complying with these policies and state and federal laws.
Internal

Curating is a collaborative process, and it is important that curators work closely with their colleagues across their organizations. In the past, departments within many organizations were siloed—curatorial in particular—but this should not be the case. It is essential that curators are proactive about sharing information with other internal departments as appropriate, and cultivate a culture of communication, cooperation, teamwork, transparency, and generosity within an organization. Input and feedback from colleagues, not just those within curatorial, is vital, as it can help advance a project, provide solutions, and bring together varied perspectives. Curators must always acknowledge their colleagues’ contributions as well. This applies to interns and other limited-term team members whose contributions tend to be inadequately acknowledged. It is important that curators communicate honestly and transparently with their supervisors and colleagues about their workload and other demands on their time, and present the same openness and empathy for their colleagues’ schedules in return.

Collaboration is invaluable in ensuring inclusivity in developing projects, advancing the organization, and creating new opportunities.
Academic

It is common for curators to collaborate with outside scholars who may serve in an advisory capacity; as cocurators and/or coauthors of exhibition catalogues and other publications; and/or as collaborators on partnerships between organizations, such as joint courses, events, internship and fellowship programs, etc. While traditionally such partnerships were primarily with art and art history departments, increasingly visual arts organizations are developing interdisciplinary collaborations, working with scholars from across the humanities, social sciences, and applied sciences.

When curators work with outside scholars, they should always acknowledge their collaborators’ contributions in a manner that is in keeping with the academic standards of the field.

Within the context of university art organizations, curators often collaborate with academic units, faculty, and students to develop exhibitions, programming, and collections research independently or through classes or internship and fellowship programs. These endeavors may range from exhibitions derived from faculty research to projects that curators originate and to which faculty play a contributing role. These collaborations may allow university art organizations the opportunity to realize more ambitious projects than they would be able to achieve on their own.

Curators may engage with collaborators who are experts in their fields, but are unfamiliar with art nonprofit organizational practices and protocols. In such cases, curators must be proactive project managers in addition to content experts, facilitating discussions and ensuring a shared understanding of the project and its objectives. Curators should clearly articulate a project’s roles, benchmarks, etc., in accordance with the organization’s policies.

Additional types of collaborations with academia include:

- Co-organizing symposia and conferences—for example, on the occasion of a major exhibition or acquisition
- Supporting object- or collection-based research as part of students’ thesis or dissertation projects
- Serving on student thesis or dissertation committees
- Hosting curatorial fellows or curatorial consultants whose projects promote collaborative exchange.

These projects may be especially helpful to curators in staying up to date on current scholarship and research in their fields.
CASE STUDIES

Academic collaborations

Chicago Objects Study Initiative (COSI)

The Chicago Objects Study Initiative (COSI) is a collaboration among the Art Institute of Chicago, Northwestern University, and the University of Chicago, aimed at enhancing object-based art historical training for doctoral students. Please see: https://www.artic.edu/about-us/departments/academic-engagement-and-research/academic-collaborations (accessed April 8, 2019).

Paint the Eyes Softer: Mummy Portraits from Roman Egypt, The Block Museum of Art, Northwestern University, 2018

Paint the Eyes Softer: Mummy Portraits from Roman Egypt is an example of an exhibition that grew out of a wide-ranging interdisciplinary collaboration fostered by the museum, built on faculty research, and developed through classes that engaged faculty and students from diverse disciplines (including classics, art history, sound design, material science, medicine, archaeology, and molecular biology). Exhibition website: https://www.blockmuseum.northwestern.edu/view/exhibitions/past-exhibits/2018/paint-the-eyes-softer.html (accessed February 1, 2019).
External organizations

Visual arts nonprofits are organizations with the intent, purpose, and responsibility to serve the public. They can be most effective when they collaborate with institutions in their local and global communities.

Curators—as ambassadors and representatives of their organizations—are often instrumental in initiating, cultivating, and maintaining relationships with multiple partners in the art world. It is the curator’s role to coordinate and execute collaborative projects, guiding and implementing programs that reach beyond the organization’s footprint.

International research organizations relevant to specific periods or collecting areas may be desirable partners and resources for visual arts organizations, be it for special exhibitions, sharing data sets on objects and collections, or targeted publicizing of the organization’s work. Cultural institutes of foreign countries—present in major cities around the world—may serve as information platforms reaching specific audiences (for example, the Consulate General of the Republic of Korea might aid in reaching an area’s Korean immigrant community); as conduits for international media coverage; or as programming partners or sponsors. These organizations often offer services including: resources for research; curatorial training in the represented culture; assistance with securing loans; funding for dedicated galleries within organizations; and assistance with traveling exhibitions.

Many visual arts organizations may have external affairs teams that include marketing, communications, and visitor engagement individuals that establish connections with such partners, but it is often the curators’ expertise and personal contacts that might move such collaborations forward. Curators need to be aware of and follow their organization’s policies and guidelines, as well as the legal implications and considerations in consultation with legal counsel, when they explore such partnerships.
External collaborations

Yale University Art Gallery Collection-Sharing Initiative

The Yale University Art Gallery (YUAG) Collection-Sharing Initiative was developed in 2008 to foster collaboration and collection-sharing among college and university art galleries and museums. It offers loans from YUAG’s collections to partner institutions, for use in specially developed exhibitions and academic courses. In addition to Yale University Art Gallery, the initiative’s original participants were the Bowdoin College Museum of Art, Brunswick, Maine; the Mount Holyoke College Art Museum, South Hadley, Massachusetts; the Hood Museum of Art, Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire; the Smith College Museum of Art, Northampton, Massachusetts; the Williams College Museum of Art, Williamstown, Massachusetts; and the Allen Memorial Art Museum, Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio.

The initiative was initially funded through support from the Andrew Mellon Foundation for a four-year period (2008–2012). In 2012 it was endowed as a permanent program by the Isabel B. Wilson Memorial Fund. This funding also made possible an expansion of the initiative’s participants beyond the initial core group of college and university art museums.

Over the past 10 years, 60 projects and exhibitions have been developed out of this initiative. Additional outcomes of this process have included the development of a sustained and meaningful professional network of colleagues who collaborate on and share research and pedagogical strategies; an ethos of reciprocity among participating organizations; and the donation of artworks to YUAG with the specific intent that they are shared with other institutions.

One example of an exhibition developed out of this initiative is the 2019–2020 exhibition Reckoning with “The Incident”: John Wilson’s Studies for a Lynching Mural. This exhibition represents a reciprocal partnership among YUAG; Faulconer Gallery, Grinnell College, Iowa; David C. Driskell Center, University of Maryland, College Park; and Clark Atlanta University Art Museum. It draws on artworks from each institutions’ collections to unite all of the preparatory materials for, and works related to, Wilson’s no-longer-extant mural The Incident (1952). It will travel to each museum.
Artists, artist estates, foundations & representation

Artists, along with stakeholders such as their estates, foundations, and/or gallery/dealer representation, may have residual rights over a work and whether and how it is presented, interpreted, and exhibited. The degree to which such parties exercise these potential rights varies and legal counsel should be consulted.

Investing the time to thoughtfully engage the minds and works of artists offers endless opportunity to present alternative and overlooked narratives. From the first point of encounter, it is essential to establish a professional and balanced communication system with the artist. Over time exchanges will build interpersonal trust, laying the groundwork for cultivating lasting and meaningful professional relationships. Engaging in the sensitive nature of an artist’s work and history requires a conscious mindfulness.

Curators should be respectful of artists’ perspectives and heed them when feasible. The curator’s approach to a project, including their art historical and organizational frameworks, may differ from the artist’s (or other stakeholders’) expectations; curators must balance these expectations with their own commitment to intellectual freedom and new scholarship, and with their organization’s policies and limitations, including legal, financial, and spatial concerns. Curators should always strive to acknowledge implicit bias in historical narratives and juxtapositions, and consider perspectives different from their own.

Working with living artists presents the opportunity to collaborate with conservators and archivists in documenting the artist’s process; curators should seek such opportunities whenever possible.

Best practices vary considerably regarding artists’ fees. When working with contemporary artists, curators should advocate for an artist’s fee/honorarium and/or to cover production costs, especially when the artist creates a site-specific installation or new work expressly for a given exhibition. When artist fees are not possible, curators may recommend inviting the artist to participate in related public programs for which they are compensated. Curators should encourage their organizations to act in accordance with W.A.G.E., whose website has both a wage calculator for fees based on institutions’ total annual operating expenses,
and a list of W.A.G.E.-certified institutions. Internationally, fair compensation practices for artists may be government-mandated, for example by CARFAC (Canadian Artists’ Representation/Le Front des artistes canadiens) in Canada.

When asked by an organization, stakeholders may contribute in-kind support to exhibitions of the work of that artist, and/or direct support to related initiatives such as publications, education programs, etc.

**Advisory groups**

Organizations and exhibition projects benefit from the input of advisory groups, which provide guidance and advice (within the organization’s mission and capacity), and may inform the organization’s approaches to exhibitions, artists, content, public programs, publicity, interpretive strategies, and/or audience development. Advisory groups may consist of a combination of scholars, community members, and/or other interested parties. From the start, curators and other team members should be transparent about the purpose of the advisory group, clearly articulating the roles of the curators, organizations, and advisers. Curators should attempt to secure compensation for individuals serving on advisory groups, where appropriate.

**Guest curators**

When working with outside guest curators, in-house staff should calculate fees based on the specific requests of the consultant and the consultant’s curatorial experience, project responsibilities, and time requirements. It is important to pay outside colleagues for talks, tours, and other activities; such compensation should be factored into exhibition and/or programming budgets. It is essential that guest curators collaborate across the organization’s internal departments.
It is commonplace for commercial galleries and auction houses to provide financial support to nonprofit arts organizations, including sponsoring exhibitions, educational programs, and events. Many visual arts nonprofits have guidelines concerning such relationships, particularly around sponsorship by galleries, auction houses, and other corporate entities. Curators should consult with their development colleagues, legal counsel, and/or Director should questions arise. Open communication with leadership about working with the commercial sector is particularly important when the current internal guidelines no longer effectively capture the nuances of the work and/or relevance of the times. It may be necessary to revisit and update guidelines to ensure consistency with an organization’s mission, vision, and cultural competency.

Galleries and auction houses can also help with donor cultivation. Curators often consult with auction houses and galleries for information about valuation for insurance purposes, especially in relation to government indemnity and immunity-from-seizure applications.

In particular, in working with galleries, budgets (whether for an exhibition, purchase, loan, or publication) should be openly discussed early in the process. Galleries can assist in finding cost-cutting measures such as suggesting local loans, or connecting the institution with donors who would support the project. Overall, engaging sponsorship from galleries in particular should be done at the onset of the project with enough time to discuss how best to allocate those funds. Asking a gallery for funding within weeks or days of a show’s opening causes undue stress for the organization, the gallery, and, if applicable, the artists. It precludes those involved from celebrating the momentous occasion of the show, the publication, and the like.

A curator needs to communicate with the gallery about which elements of the budget are options for their support. However, many in the industry are cutting down on this kind of financial expenditure. Being transparent about the organization’s needs is key and should be done from the outset of the project so that as things inevitably change there is a sense of teamwork and not just check-writing.
Donors and Boards often ask curators for advice about acquisitions for their personal collections, and about collecting in general. Events such as curator-led trips to art fairs are a standard part of many organizations’ programming. As long as curators are offering such advice within the guidelines of their organization’s conflict of interest rules, and not in conflict with the organization’s own interests, they need not be concerned. Curators not affiliated with an organization should be fairly compensated by the donor for their work.

Advising is an important part of many curators’ jobs; curators should make a point of developing their knowledge of the art market. It is essential that curators understand the prices of the artists that interest them, and to realize that those prices can fluctuate greatly in small amounts of time. Curators are often unaware of the prices of works they are asked to advise on by collectors/donors/Boards, and transparency in these matters is key. When considering a potential acquisition or in advising, curators should discuss pricing early on, and ensure that all parties understand the current value of the work. For example, when curators scout potential acquisitions for their organizations or accompany collectors at an art fair, they should be prepared to discuss pricing. Making serious inquiries about a work of art that is out of an organization’s or collector’s price range can be misleading for all involved. If for some reason curators are unable to discuss pricing, or feel uncomfortable doing so, they should communicate this to the gallery/dealer at the outset.

When working with living artists, curators should be mindful of artists’ interests, including in loans and potential sales, to help ensure they are being treated fairly and ethically. Legal counsel should be consulted for consideration of an artist’s rights, ownership, intellectual property, etc.
Curators owe their first professional responsibility to their organization and should avoid conflicts of interest as described in their organization’s policies and codes of ethics. Curators should not use their positions for personal gain or the personal gain of others.

**Gifts of art**

Curators accepting personal gifts of art from artists and estates, galleries and dealers, donors, and other key players in the field is generally viewed as a conflict of interest, but organizations’ exact policies vary. Curators must follow the rules set by their organization, preferably in a formal gift acceptance policy, familiarizing themselves with these policies upon hire and adhering to a practice of transparency and avoiding conflicts of interest.

Organizations may address concerns about personal gifts of art in a variety of ways:

- Prohibiting curators from accepting any gifts of art, except as donations to the organization
- Requiring curators to obtain written permission of the Director with regard to any personal gift of art
- Allowing curators to accept only personal gifts of art of nominal value
- Permitting curators to accept personal gifts of art only under certain circumstances, such as when a curator has a close personal and professional relationship with an artist or collector. In such cases the curator needs to obtain permission from a supervisor before accepting the gift

It is generally agreed that gifts that could be interpreted as an inducement to trade for services or favor should not be accepted.
In-kind gifts or donations

Personal in-kind gifts or donations, cash or otherwise, may also present conflicts of interest. Organizations may address concerns about personal in-kind gifts or donations in a variety of ways, preferably in a gift acceptance policy:

• Prohibiting curators from accepting personal in-kind gifts or donations
• Forbidding acceptance if the gift is or appears to be in exchange for a privilege, concession, or benefit in connection with an organization’s operations
• Requiring curators to obtain written permission from the Director to accept either in-kind gifts or donations, or monetary gifts or stipends
• Allowing curators to accept gifts as long as the monetary value does not exceed a certain annual threshold

Sometimes for-profit and nonprofit entities, such as art fairs, galleries, artists, vendors, foundations, or auction houses, will offer meals, accommodations, or travel services to curators on official business for their affiliated organizations. Cultivating a donor will occasionally include accompanying them on trips, visiting private homes, and participating in dinner parties or other meals. In most cases, this is acceptable within reason; however, should such activities make one uncomfortable for any reason, or feel that a professional line has been crossed, one should consult a supervisor immediately.

Curators should consider the possibility of perceived conflicts of interest in accepting invitations offered by individuals or organizations doing or wishing to do business with their affiliated organization. In general, small-scale outings; hosted meals; breakfasts, coffees, lunches, and dinners; and other low-cost activities as part of a group are part of the normal day-to-day of the art world and are customary and expected social courtesies.
Digital Technologies
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES

Digital technologies have fundamentally changed the nature of art organizations and curatorial work, and have provided new ways to make collections, exhibitions, and scholarship accessible to broader audiences. They also continue to transform artmaking, creating new mediums for artistic expression.

Curators should work to become digitally literate and be up to date on advances in data collection and sharing initiatives in the arts.

Curators should work to become digitally literate and be up to date on advances in data collection and sharing initiatives in the arts. Digital literacy is an important part of curatorial training and should be seen as an institutional priority. This will help entire teams in working collaboratively on digital strategies. Organizations are encouraged to have a digital plan institution-wide, as they do with other policies.

By collaborating with colleagues in digital and technological areas of their organization, curators can help determine how best to address and manage the organization’s digital needs and demands and, as curatorial content experts, raise concerns in conjunction with legal and other teams regarding interpretation, use, rights, and other issues. Particular attention should be paid to digitizing works protected by copyright, as with any reproduction.

RESOURCES

General


Curators should advocate for the digitization of the collections they steward, within the capacity of their affiliated organizations. Digitization allows art organizations to reliably document their holdings and provides a foundational platform for making collections accessible to researchers and the public. Establishing open access data is imperative for advancing the field. It can also provide documentation, including for insurance issues; protect against theft; and preserve evidence of cultural heritage sites and artifacts. Curators work closely with technologists, digital strategy experts, registrars, collection managers, librarians/archivists, educators, legal counsel, and conservators (for digitization of objects), among others, to realize these goals. Curators should be involved in major decisions pertaining to digital cataloguing and have a seat at the table when their organizations conceptualize digital interfaces; they should also encourage their organizations to develop digital content that can easily migrate to other platforms as technology changes.

RESOURCES

Digital publishing


British Art Studies, an open access, online scholarly publication: https://britishart.yale.edu/research/publications/british-art-studies-0 (accessed March 14, 2019).


The Drawing Center’s Drawing Papers series, in which print versions of the books are available for purchase but can also be read online for free as PDFs: http://www.drawingcenter.org/en/drawingcenter/34/bookstore/ (accessed March 14, 2019).

Artists and art organizations are increasingly utilizing virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR), and mixed reality (MR), in their work. All three use specialized technologies and devices to offer interactive experiences and learning. Augmented reality adds selected digital elements to one’s experience of the real world. Mixed reality, also known as “hybrid reality,” blends the real and digital worlds to create an immersive interactive experience. Virtual reality refers to an entirely digital simulated environment. For some artists, VR, AR, and MR serve as mediums to produce born-digital art. These and other kinds of digital artworks raise new questions for art organizations, especially in regard to best practices for the display, acquisition, and preservation of these works. Given the rapid pace of technological change, curators need to work closely with technologists, conservators, registrars, and collection managers to develop protocols for the preservation and future access of digital artworks.

Organizations are using new digital reality tools, including VR, AR, MR, and/or others in development, in a variety of ways, including to make their collections and exhibitions accessible to remote audiences and for educational and special needs programming. These technologies provide audiences who are unable to experience an exhibition or to see an object in person with the opportunity for a heightened encounter. Organizations also use virtual and augmented reality to document exhibitions (or objects) in space. Because these efforts require significant time and resources, they may not be an option for many organizations.
Curators should carefully consider when and how these technologies may provide a useful platform to achieve their goals, and in exploring such options with their colleagues, should weigh the enduring importance of in-person encounters with works of art against the relevance of reality technologies to a specific project. Issues to consider might include: how these technologies could augment a physical experience, provide information or access that is not possible in a gallery setting, enable a multilayered approach appealing to various audiences, or offer new forms of engagement that encourage further exploration or discovery.

**Digital Publishing**

Visual arts digital publications can take a variety of forms, from PDF versions of print catalogues, to online-only publications with uniquely digital features such as embedded video clips and interactive elements. The use of digital platforms for art publications has become increasingly common in the field. The advantages of publishing in a digital format include greater distribution and accessibility to scholarship and the ability to update texts, such as collection catalogues, more easily. Some challenges include issues around archiving texts and how publication sales factor into revenue models.

Digital publications such as exhibition and collection catalogues should be produced with the same scholarly rigor as traditional print publications; curators likewise serve the same primary role as content experts and/or content editors/contributors. In order to take full advantage of the digital environment, curators should work from the beginning as part of a collaborative team including designers,
technology experts, editors, marketing staff, etc. As content often affects how technological architecture is built—and vice versa—digital publications’ workflow is different from traditional print publications’ more linear workflow. Curators should be aware of and articulate any concerns about archiving digital publications, working to ensure that they may be used in perpetuity.

Online content, including exhibition websites and digital/online exhibitions, ideally constitutes part of an organization’s overall digital strategy. Exhibition websites—that is, sites that accompany a “real life” show—can prepare visitors prior to their visit, provide additional information after a visit, or serve in the place of visiting the organization for those unable to do so in person. In developing digital strategies curators should serve both as content experts and as part of a team of colleagues—from departments including digital, marketing and communications, education/engagement, and visitor services—that thinks holistically about how these tools may expand visitor experience.
Digital technologies for blind & low-vision visitors

Digital technologies can help make artworks more accessible for blind and low-vision visitors. As part of a host of programs offered for differently abled audiences, the National Gallery of Art in Washington, DC, uses computer-generated tactile reproductions, which combine raised line, texture, and printed image to convey the composition of a painting. These panels are used in combination with visual descriptions during programs catering to visually impaired visitors. Since 2016, the Andy Warhol Museum in Pittsburgh has also used tactile panels and makes them available to visitors in the same galleries where the actual paintings are displayed.


Inclusion & Access
As repositories of human achievement and creativity, visual arts nonprofits have a special responsibility to embrace the diversity of human and cultural experience. Organizations benefit from inclusive practices that welcome all audiences, and from a workforce that mirrors the audiences they serve. Recent studies confirm that visual arts nonprofits, and particularly museums, direly need to build paths toward inclusion and access, in terms of nation, gender, race, ethnicity, (dis)ability, and socioeconomic background. The 2019 Mellon Foundation demographic survey of museums found that the vast majority of leadership positions in US museums are held by white males. Even though people of color make up 23 percent of the total US population (according to 2010 census figures), they only compose 9 percent of museum audiences. If arts organizations are going to survive and thrive in a diverse world, the leaders of visual arts nonprofits need to prioritize inclusion, outreach, and access—from the boardroom to the mailroom.

In 2015, AAMC & AAMC Foundation adopted the following policy: “All of AAMC & AAMC Foundation programming and overall efforts shall strive to be representative of diversity: across self-identifications (by nation, gender, race, ethnicity, [dis]ability, socioeconomic background), fields of expertise, types of organizational mission, and regional position of participants. The more inclusive our voices, the more dynamic our offerings.”

Open and transparent self-reflection will help make our workforces inclusive, welcoming, and empathetic. While individuals are responsible for examining their own bias, top organizational administrators should facilitate this process by developing mandatory team programs that define, educate about, and seek to eliminate explicit and implicit bias, the latter of which can appear both in our work and in our workplace.
Visual arts nonprofits should work to rectify previous exclusions in exhibition planning and across all their programming; build inclusive collections; and implement interpretive strategies that convey the complexity of cultures and representation. Curators are central to this effort. Inclusion and access in relation to bias including those based on nation, gender, race, ethnicity, (dis)ability, and socioeconomic background impact all aspects of visual arts organizations and their work.

The movement to recognize that arts organizations are not neutral spaces, but rather are shaped by social, political, and economic currents, ideologies, and legacies (such as slavery, colonialism, imperialism, gender exclusions, class exclusions, etc.), requires visual arts organizations to constantly question existing frameworks. Internal team members should work together to uncover existing bias and shape programming that creates a respectful environment for all audiences.

As the key content experts for their organizations, curators play a fundamental role in fostering inclusion and access across the organization, especially in regard to exhibitions, collection development, scholarship, public engagement, and hiring practices. Curators should keep abreast...
Curators should position their research-based knowledge and lived experience to devise new approaches that reframe, challenge, and acknowledge historic exclusions and elisions (i.e., grouping numerous, largely unrelated cultures under a single rubric). For example, recently curators have spearheaded acquisition initiatives to collect works by historically sidelined artists and cultures and implemented interpretive strategies that reveal how oppressive social structures and historical legacies shape cultural production.

Curators should work collaboratively with all departments to ensure that their organizations are welcoming and equitable spaces for diverse and differently abled audiences, communities, team members, and artists. They should strive to produce inclusive interpretive content that makes careful use of the organization’s authority to validate, expand, and disseminate knowledge and learning. For example, many organizations have begun to adopt terminology such as “sidelined” rather than “underrepresented” and “unrecorded artist” rather than “unknown artist.” These newer terms are at once more accurate and reveal the historical processes that create exclusion and inequality.

Another example is to use multiple languages for interpretative materials including printed and digital labels, catalogues, Web content, etc. Offering bilingual and trilingual materials consistently, across all exhibitions, is an obvious path toward the inclusion of large demographic groups of (potential) visitors, and should become part of organizations’ infrastructure.
Hiring, Supervising & Mentoring

Visual arts nonprofits should be proactive in building pipelines and administrative structures that can produce a diverse workforce. Working closely with colleagues—especially intern and fellowship coordinators and human resources—curators can share their career experiences with students from underrepresented groups to expose them to career tracks in visual arts nonprofits. This can entail supporting paid internships that give students from all socioeconomic groups the opportunity to gain valuable work experience, and to encourage them to build long-term careers in the field.

AAMC & AAMC Foundation strongly encourage curators to apply practices of diversity, equity, inclusivity, and accessibility in every aspect of mentoring, supervising, and hiring in line with their organizations’ policies and the law.

Establishing hiring and mentoring programs that seek to engage historically sidelined and underrepresented groups can help diversify the workforce in visual arts nonprofits. Diverse candidates should be encouraged to apply to all positions, not just those implicitly or explicitly marked as diversity initiatives. Organizations should advertise all job and internship opportunities within general and group-based platforms and forums, as well as with those geared toward the visual arts. Mentorship is key to all on-the-job curatorial training and is especially important for underrepresented groups, who are often the first members of their families to work in the cultural arena.

AAMC & AAMC Foundation strongly encourage curators to apply practices of diversity, equity, inclusivity, and accessibility in every aspect of mentoring, supervising, and hiring in line with their organizations’ policies and the law.
Art & Social Activism
As places of public engagement, visual arts nonprofits are spaces in which to address issues of social justice. Objects, both historic and contemporary, present a way forward in discussions of representation and participation. Vocal groups of artists, activists, feminists, and ethnic and racial groups have created movements aimed at challenging organizations to grow with the changing demographics of the nation. Large lobbies, event spaces, classrooms, and galleries are ideal for exploring cultural expressions that may sometimes be missing from permanent collections and exhibition galleries. Organizations can grow their collections by considering objects that respond to the rich and varied artistic contexts within the cultural landscape. Recent initiatives are attempting to respond to the historical inequities of traditional art organizations by offering new ways to bring additional and varied voices and ideas into their spaces.

Political and/or activist programming can connect both historic and contemporary moments of public engagement to the political environment of the moment. Recently, for example, a number of exhibitions have explored the activism of historic groups working in the 1960s and 1970s. Such exhibitions address current issues and support the work of artists and others who respond to these issues. Another example might be that arts organizations respond to elections by focusing on particular works from their collections directly relating to the current political ethos.

There are legal limits on the types of political and advocacy activities undertaken by nonprofits, but these limits generally do not constrain educational programming. Curators should consult with a supervisor and legal counsel if in doubt about what political and advocacy activity is allowed.

Occasionally, colleagues, patrons, and/or visitors may have difficulties with a particular work in an exhibition, or the tone of an exhibition or program; such conflicts can call attention to power dynamics and bias. When planning an exhibition or program it is useful to bring in the institution’s community as early as possible, and to listen to and respond to any concerns that are voiced.
and to listen to and respond to any concerns that are voiced. Communication is essential in anticipating any challenges that may arise, allowing organizations to address them immediately and directly. It is essential that organizations build and sustain a reciprocal relationship with the community. This is especially true where public protests may occur, so that the organization can take measures to ensure public safety and security. Curators working on potentially controversial projects must have the backing of the organization and the community, and work closely with their organizations’ management, communications team, educators, legal, and frontline staff to brief and prepare them for negative comments, debate, or controversy. An organization that is open to the public should also have policies for visitor behavior that guide staff on how to act in the event of protests or demonstrations on the property. Governmental organizations should consider First Amendment free speech requirements with legal counsel in such circumstances.
Public Engagement
Public engagement is a fundamental purpose of art organizations and their exhibitions, publications, and programs. Organizations should understand—and their work should be informed by—the values of their local communities; this is critical to their longevity and cultural relevance. There are many ways for the public to have input, virtually and otherwise, in exhibitions and programming, including through town hall meetings, feedback cards, social media, etc. Many organizations have advisory groups and committees made up of neighborhood residents, artists, scholars, students, cultural stakeholders, and other community members; in some cases, these committees may be specific to one exhibition, program, or aspect of the organization’s work. Embedding community voices into planning has the potential to expand and enrich the organizational discourse. It is important to ensure these are meaningful interactions and to cultivate continuing relationships with the community.

Embedding community voices into planning has the potential to expand and enrich the organizational discourse. It is important to ensure these are meaningful interactions and to cultivate continuing relationships with the community.
Communities should be included and invested in an organization’s mission. Inviting the public to engage with the organization’s programming can happen in various ways. Curators may also have special interest in connecting with constituents who can share experiences and knowledge of an area of focus. Members of the public can become essential to an exhibitions committee, for example, and could include members of the artistic and scholarly communities; cultural stakeholders; young professionals of a diverse range; or other groups who may help draw new audiences to the organization. Curators need to be connected with their constituents. Opportunities for informal feedback will result in a better understanding of the makeup, character, and mind-set of audiences as well as the cultures featured within exhibitions and projects. Feedback is invaluable in determining how all programming, including exhibitions, may best serve communities.

Audience research, while technically not direct public input, is another way the public can inform the work and practices of a visual arts organization. Curators can benefit from audience focus groups that test the effectiveness of exhibition titles, installation approaches, and interpretive strategies, or from audience research initiatives during and after an exhibition. The results can often be surprising and extremely valuable, enabling a more informed understanding of audience needs. If possible, audience research should be considered an essential part of any exhibition process and workflow. It is usually led by the department responsible for audience development, research, and evaluation; depending on the size and structure of the organization, this will most likely be the marketing or education departments.

Every exhibition should be an educational experience. Curators play an important role, acting as bridges between the exhibition and the public, and organizations rely on curators and their expertise for these connections. Prospective audiences, including cultural stakeholders, should be considered as early as possible in any exhibition’s development, so that the educational materials produced may best serve them.
Depending on the size of the organization, there might not be a department for outreach or education. If so, the curator should consult the Director or the appropriate committee to outline the purpose and the goal of the organization’s outreach and education program and decide whether additional materials or initiatives are necessary.

If the organization is large enough to have an education department or an outreach department, the curator should consult with those departments to decide how best to utilize the curators and their expertise. Curators should consider working with educators early in the exhibition development and interpretation phase; by sharing exhibition concepts and story lines early on, education programs can become an integrated part of an exhibition, and both curators and educators can have more time to focus on their areas of individual expertise. Different organizations and/or exhibitions require different levels of involvement from the curator; in some cases, the interpretive texts produced for the exhibition, such as labels, handouts, pamphlets, and catalogues, etc., may be enough for the education/outreach department to work from; in others, curators and educators may collaborate in other additional ways. Regardless of whether the organization has an education/outreach department, curators are often asked to give tours to various individuals or groups.

EVENTS & OUTREACH

As part of the organization’s larger community relations and outreach efforts, curators may be called upon to attend community events at the organization, or at other locations within the organization’s community (i.e., local arts council meetings, town planning meetings). Curators may also have special interest in connecting with constituents who are knowledgeable about or invested in their particular area of focus and/or with whom the curator wants to foster better connections in relationship to the organization. These efforts should be coordinated with colleagues in the education/engagement department or function. These public-facing duties are expected of curators. Curators, in consultation with their supervisors, should filter such demands by prioritizing events, outreach, and programs that relate to their organization’s mission, vision, and goals.
The curator’s perspective on, and knowledge of, the artists and works in exhibitions are essential to the work that docents and volunteers do with the public. Together with education staff, curators share with the docents and volunteers research and writing around the exhibition, and give talks and tours, essential for those that will be giving public tours. A curator-led tour or talk, with an insider perspective that can be both scholarly and casual, is a key element in the training of docents and volunteers. Curators’ knowledge of the ways in which artists work is also central to the interpretations that docents and volunteers draw upon when speaking to the public. As with all educational programming, curators should share information about their exhibitions with docents and volunteers as far in advance of an opening as possible.
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